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This study presents an experimental and numerical characterization of the
turbulent mixing in two-dimensional slot film cooling flows. Three different flows are
considered by varying the coolant to mainstream velocity ratio (VR): a wall jet case (VR
• 2.0), a boundary layer case (VR • 1.0) and a wall-wake case (VR • 0.5). For each flow,
detailed measurements of the film cooling effectiveness, the heat flux, and the heat
transfer coefficient are obtained for adiabatic and backside cooled wall conditions.
Additionally, detailed flow velocity and temperature are measured under hot conditions
using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and a micro-thermocouple probe, respectively.
These comprehensive measurements provide a unique data set for characterizing the
momentum and thermal mixing of the turbulent flows, and for validating turbulence
models in Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations and large-eddy
simulations (LES).

The three flow families display different performances. The mixing of the film is
strongly influenced by the mean shear between the coolant and the hot mainstream, thus
explaining that the boundary layer case provides the best effectiveness.

Initially

governed by the film kinematics at the injection point, the convective heat transfer is
influence by the mainstream when the film mixes. Additionally, measurements indicate
that semi-empirical correlations largely overpredict the mixing of the film. The results
obtained with the Spalart-Allmaras RANS model compare favorably with the
measurements, thereby proving that this model is a viable alternative to using correlations
for the film cooling effectiveness. A Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) with the dynamic
models is performed for the wall jet case under adiabatic wall conditions with inflow
conditions prescribed from precursor simulations. The LES results show good agreement
with measured adiabatic wall temperatures and provide unique insight into the turbulent
transport mechanism and interaction between the near wall and outer shear regions
responsible for the mixing of the film.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The extreme pressure and temperature conditions of modern rocket and gas
turbine engines are responsible for the extreme thermal loads experienced by several
critical engine components.

Among these critical components one can mention the

combustor liner and the turbine blades of gas turbine engines, as well as the thrust
chamber assembly and the nozzle in rocket engines.

In past decades, the constant

increase in efficiency and power was a direct consequence of higher operating pressure
and temperature in the combustion chamber. However this trend is limited by the ability
of critical structural elements to withstand these conditions.

1.1 Motivation: Critical Aspects of Film Cooling
A variety of techniques have been developed to protect critical components from
the hot flowpath inside an engine.

In gas turbine engines, the combustor liner is

convectively cooled with bleed air from the compressor. Small orifices and slots are
machined in the combustor liner in order to allow cool air to penetrate inside the
combustor by forming a protective film that convectively cools the hot surface. This
widely used technique, known as film cooling, remains the major thermal protection
mechanism used in gas turbine engines for the combustor as well as the turbine blades
[1]. Rocket engines thermal protection techniques can be categorized into three families:
ablation, radiation, and convection cooling [2]. In ablation cooled applications, a small
amount of material is continuously eroded thus creating a layer in the process that
protects the hot surface. This technique is mostly used in solid propellant rockets and
1

thermal protection systems for reentry vehicles. Radiation cooling makes use of the
sometimes large heat fluxes associated with the thermal radiation of a hot surface in a
cooler surrounding. While this method may require large exchange surfaces, it takes full
advantage of the low temperature of outer space. Critical components of larger rockets
are protected by convection cooling, which includes regenerative, backside and film
cooling techniques.
Along with regenerative cooling and backside cooling, film cooling is the major
technique used to protect large rockets, such as the J-2X engine that will be used to
launch the Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV). Although film cooling is a successfully
used technique, the fundamental phenomena governing the mixing of the film are not
well understood. Consequently there is a need for detailed measurements to further
enhance the current understanding of the turbulent near-wall transport physics and the
mixing of the film. Furthermore, since the aerospace community is relying more heavily
on Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) tools to support Research and Development (R
& D), there is a growing need for accurate high-fidelity models as those used for LargeEddy Simulations (LES). Indeed, wall resolved LES of high-speed wall bounded flows
lead to high computational costs due to high Reynolds numbers and large separation of
scales of motion. The computational cost associated with such detailed simulations can
be prohibitive for component level R & D applications.

From this perspective,

comprehensive wall models derived from a deep understanding of the physics are critical
for future R & D initiatives.

2

1.2 Position of Problem
Slot film cooling represents both a practical and canonical flow configuration for
film cooling applications, as pictured in Figure 1. Such a configuration is present in the
primary zone of a gas turbine combustor, in a rocket thrust chamber and nozzle
extension.

Because of its simple geometry, this flow constitutes a canonical

configuration suitable for experimental, analytical, and numerical evaluation of the
transport physics governing film-cooling performance. In contrast, discrete hole cooling
has recently received significant attention in the literature, but variations in the hole
geometry or hole arrangement make it difficult to evaluate general characteristics of
turbulent mixing for propulsion applications.

a)

b)

Figure 1. Slot film cooling configuration: a) with backside cooling; b) adiabatic wall
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In most engineering applications, film cooling is used with backside cooling
(Figure 1-a) to enhance the thermal protection of the wall. For liquid propellant rockets
the cryogenic fuel is heated in the backside cooling process. This pre-heated fuel can be
injected directly in the combustion chamber (gas generator cycle), used to drive the
turbines of the turbo-pumps (expander cycle) or injected in the pre-combustor (stagedcombustion cycle) as in the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) [2]. The adiabatic wall
configuration presented in Figure 1-b represents a canonic configuration often used to
evaluate the mixing of the film and the associated film cooling effectiveness. The
adiabatic wall temperature, as we will see, is an important concept because it represents
the reference temperature used to calculate the convective heat flux at a film-cooled wall.
Despite the fact that the 2D slot configuration provides a statistically twodimensional flow, three-dimensional turbulent structures develop in the flow and produce
strong mixing. Of particular interest is the interaction between the coolant and hot gas
streams in the shear layer, as illustrated in Figure 1. The temperature of the film near the
injection point is virtually unaffected by the hot gases. However, further downstream the
flow is characterized by a region of intense mixing. The mainstream mixes with the
coolant flow, thereby increasing the temperature of the flow near the wall and reducing
the protective effects of film cooling.

1.3 Literature Review
In this section, we present previous work relative to slot film cooling from an
experimental, analytical and numerical point of view.

An overview of the main

achievements brings to perspective the main advances in the understanding of this
problem and the challenges that remain to be addressed.
4

1.3.1 From early experiments to engineering correlations
We begin with an historical overview, and then present the derivation of film
cooling effectiveness, which leads to the description of the governing physics of the flow.
Finally the physical grounds for the use of engineering correlations for film cooling flows
is presented, and their limitations mentioned.
Historical perspective
The physics of film cooling have been studied with great interest during early
developments of gas turbine engines. Experimental and analytical investigations lead to
the derivation of semi-empirical correlations that attempt predicting the effects of film
injection on heat transfer to hot surfaces. Surprisingly, one of the most prominent studies
in this area dealt with the problem of deicing of wings.

In 1946, Wieghardt [3]

investigated the injection of warm air through a two-dimensional slot as a de-icing device
by looking at the entrainment of the film by the mainstream as a function of the injection
angle for different blowing ratios. He also proposed a similarity expression for the
dimensionless gas phase temperature profiles (based on the local adiabatic wall
temperature) as a function of the local thermal boundary layer thickness.

Later,

measurements and analysis by Hartnett et al. [4] extended Wieghardt’s work and
provided an expression for film cooling effectiveness consistent with an expression
previously derived by Tribus and Klein [5]. Following these early developments Stollery
and El-Ehwany [6] derived a simple correlation for slot film cooling effectiveness based
on an enthalpy balance.

The issue of the scatter on film cooling effectiveness

experimental data [4] was also addressed. Although there exist small slot geometrical
differences, they point to the fact that slot Reynolds numbers were not considered in the
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comparison. This oversight resulted in inappropriate comparison of data having different
turbulent inlet conditions. This remark points out the need for well-characterized inlet
conditions with mean profiles and turbulence statistics to identify effects of turbulence
intensity in film cooling effectiveness decay.

However, these measurements were

difficult to perform and most studies relied on the slot Reynolds number to characterize
the turbulence. But since the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness is a measure of the
mixing of the film, Marek and Tacina [7] suggested that the correlation should depend on
streamwise turbulence of the mainstream through a mixing coefficient Cm. Based on
their measurements they concluded that this coefficient could not remain constant along
the wall because it would lead to a ± 30 % deviation between their correlation and
experimental data.
Later Simon [8] considered the wall normal turbulence intensities of the
freestream and the slot exit flow.

Through a clever wall jet analysis with separate

treatment of the jet zone and the mixing zone, Simon was able to develop a 1D-mixing
model for the film-cooling flow. This model predicts the film cooling effectiveness
within ± 4 % of the Marek and Tacina experimental data from which it was developed.
Simon also describes an iterative computational method to determine a local mixing
parameter equivalent to Marek and Tacina mixing coefficient Cm .
However most correlations commonly used rely on the slot Reynolds number as
the sole turbulence parameter, and were developed based on the fully developed turbulent
boundary layer asymptotic solution and the constant gas properties assumption because
of small temperature gradients in the far field. Therefore these correlations could not be
applied in the near injection region where large gradients exist, and the turbulent
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boundary layer is not fully developed.

In an attempt to describe the film cooling

effectiveness in the near slot region, Ballal and Lefebvre [9] used previous analysis and
direct measurements of the skin friction coefficient near the slot ([10],[6]) to derive an
expression for the film cooling effectiveness in this region of interest. After empirical
correction for the Reynolds number exponent and the constants their correlation showed
good agreement with experimental data (± 5 %). For high blowing ratios, they also
derived an expression for the effectiveness based on wall jet theory. Several authors have
proposed other simple correlations for the effectiveness. In 1971 Goldstein [11] provided
a comprehensive review of those scaling laws.
Derivation of film cooling effectiveness correlations
Film cooling effectiveness correlations can be derived from an enthalpy balance.
At any given downstream position x, the excess energy introduced by the film must be
equal to the energy introduced at the exit of the slot [4],

∫

δ
0

ρU W Cp (T − T∞ ) dy = ρ cU c s W C p (Tc − T∞ )

(1)

In this equation, δ is the boundary layer thickness at x, s is the slot height and W is the
slot width. T, ρ and U are the temperature, density and velocity, respectively, of the flow
at the exit of the slot with subscript c and of the freestream with the subscript •. The
specific heat at constant pressure Cp is assumed constant. The integral on the left hand
side can be rearranged by introducing the difference between adiabatic wall temperature
and freestream temperature, (Taw –T• ), and the freestream density and velocity, to yield:

∫

δ
0

ρU W C p (T − T∞ ) dy = ρ∞ U ∞ W C p (Taw − T∞ ) ∫ 0

δ
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ρU T − T∞
dy
ρ∞ U ∞ Taw − T∞

(2)

Making use the 1/7th power law approximation for a turbulent boundary layer the
mass flux ratio can be expressed as [4],

(ρU ) (ρ∞ U ∞ ) = (y δ)

1/ 7

(3)

Then assuming x is far enough downstream of the slot exit for the temperature profile to
be fully developed, the similarity expression of Wieghardt [3] is used to express

  y 13 / 6 
T − T∞
= exp−c   
Taw − T∞
 δ  

(4)

The exponential term in Eq. (4) contains a constant c (determined experimentally) and
can be expanded in Taylor series before inserting into Eq. (2). The result of the integral
5
is a constant times the boundary layer thickness δ. Then assuming that δ ∝ x Re−1/
the
x

left hand side of Eq. (1) becomes

∫

δ
0

ρU W C p (T − T∞ ) dy = ρ∞ U ∞ W C p (Taw − T∞ )c'

x
Re1/x 5

(5)

Then, regrouping, simplifying and rearranging Eq. (1) the following relation is
obtained [4]:

 ρU
Taw − T∞
= c2 c c
Tc − T∞
 ρ∞U∞

 s 1/ 5
 Re x
x

(6)

The term on the left hand side is the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness, noted η,

η=

Taw − T∞
Tc − T∞

(7)

The effectiveness takes values between one, near slot exit, and zero far downstream when
the protective effect of the film has vanished. The effectiveness thus represents the
8

mixing of the film or the dimensionless temperature of the gas near the wall in the
adiabatic wall case. Based on this simple analysis, this important parameter depends on:
the local downstream position, the local Reynolds number, the slot height, and the
blowing ratio m defined by

m=

ρcU c
ρ∞U ∞

(8)

Traditionally, the slot Reynolds number Res is often preferred over the local
Reynolds number because it represents a global inlet parameter. It is based on the slot
height and slot exit velocity and fluid properties

Re s =

ρc U c s
µc

(9)

With some algebraic manipulations the local Reynolds number is related to the slot
Reynolds number, the blowing ratio, slot height, and viscosity ratio

µ  x 
Rex = Res  c   
 µ∞   m s 

(10)

Finally substituting this relation into Eq. (6) yields the classical expression for the film
cooling effectiveness based on a turbulent boundary layer analysis [4]
 x −4 / 5 1/ 5  µc 1/ 5
Taw − T∞
η=
= c2 
 Re s  
Tc − T∞
 m s
 µ∞ 

(11)

This expression demonstrates the dependency of the film cooling effectiveness on
downstream position and inlet operating conditions. The constant can be determined
analytically, but is most often determined using experimental data [1]. This expression
was derived based on the assumption of fully developed turbulent boundary layer which
9

is only valid far downstream of the slot exit. Ballal and Lefebvre proposed a similar
expression based on measurements of the skin friction that is valid near the slot exit for
blowing ratios less than 1.3 [9]
0.15
 x −0.3 
m µc 
η = 0.6 
 Re s

µ∞ 
m s 

(12)

For blowing ratios greater than 1.3, a piecewise expression based on turbulent
wall jet theory has been developed [9]

1

−1
η =  (0.6 + 0.05 x (m s))

−0.3
0.15
 0.7 x  Re µ c  m −0.5
  m s   s µ 
∞

x (m s ) < 8
8 ≤ x (m s) ≤ 11

(13)

x (m s) > 11.

However close attention to this expression reveals discontinuity depending on values of
Res, µc/µ• and m at the junction point x/(ms) equal to 11. Consequently the Simon jet
model is preferred for wall jet configurations.
Film cooling heat transfer using engineering correlations
Engineering calculations of convective heat flux usually rely on Newton’s law of
cooling, qw′′ = hx (Tref − Tw ), with reference temperature taken as the bulk temperature for
channel or pipe flows, or freestream temperature for external boundary layers. However
for film cooling flows the choice of the reference temperature is not obvious because of
the mixing of two streams with different temperatures. Goldstein demonstrated that the
adiabatic wall temperature, Taw, is the reference temperature that leads to zero convective
heat flux in the case of a perfectly insulated wall [11]. Even though it represents an ideal
condition, the adiabatic wall temperature has a double importance for film cooling flows:
10

it describes the mixing of the film when non-dimensionalized (i.e. film cooling
effectiveness) and it is the reference temperature for Newton’s law of cooling.
Consequently, for film cooling applications the convective heat flux is conventionally
written as
′ = hx (Taw − Tw )
q ′conv

(14)

In this expression hx is the local convective heat transfer coefficient and Tw is the
temperature of the non-adiabatic film cooled wall. The two unknowns of this engineering
problem are hx and Taw. Knowing the inlet conditions, the adiabatic wall temperature can
be determined with a correlation for the film cooling effectiveness, as described above.
The convective heat transfer coefficient can be calculated using the appropriate Nusselt
number correlation depending on the blowing ratio [1]
0.7

hx x 0.069 (Re s x s)
Nu x =
=
kc 0.10 Re 0.8 (x s)0.44
s

0.5 ≤ m ≤ 1.3
m > 1.3

where k c is the thermal conductivity of the cooling film.

(15)

Having determined the

convective heat transfer coefficient and the film effectiveness, the convective heat
transfer at a film cooled wall can then be easily estimated by

′′ = hx (T∞ −η(T∞ − Tc ) − Tw )
qconv

(16)

It is worth noting that the success of this approach is limited by the accuracy of
the correlations for hx and η and the validity of the assumptions they are based on. If a
semi-empirical mixing model (for η) is chosen it may not be able to account for the
effects of turbulence intensity and large disturbances into the prediction of effectiveness.
A possible alternative is to use the iterative method of the Simon’s mixing model [8] to
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calculate the film cooling effectiveness. In addition to inflow mean quantities (T•, Tc, U•
and Uc) this method also requires as input the wall normal turbulence intensities at the
exit of the slot and in the freestream. This model has been validated for blowing ratios
between 0.5 and 1.9 and showed good agreement with experimental data. It has only
been validated up to a distance of 34-slot height downstream of the injection [8].
However it has been shown to perform relatively well further downstream [12].
1.3.2 Numerical Simulations
With increasing computational power, computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
models are gaining widespread use. For the past two or three decades, despite their welldocumented weaknesses Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) models have been
very popular within the engineering community. Recently, large-eddy simulation (LES)
has been applied to flows of engineering interest. This transition towards LES models is
clearly evidenced in their availability in commercial CFD packages (e.g. Fluent, StarCD).
However to the author’s knowledge there is no large-eddy simulation study of slot film
cooling with scalar transport available in the open literature. In this section most relevant
numerical works to the problem are reviewed.
RANS studies
In the RANS fundamental framework all turbulent scales of motion are modeled.
A large variety of closure models exist, one-equation, two-equation and algebraic stress
models. Calibration of the model constants can be a crucial and difficult task for the
performance of most advanced RANS closure models.

Wilcox [13] examined the

performance of most commonly used RANS models over several test flows for which
reliable experimental data exist. Test flows include free-shear flows (mixing layer, far
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wake, plane and radial jet), boundary layer flows, and separated flows (backward facing
step). By this thorough examination Wilcox concluded that the standard k-ε model
performs poorly for all the flows except the mixing layer and plane jet. By contrast the kω model predicts satisfactorily all the flows considered. Wilcox also showed that the
single equation Spalart-Allmaras model also shows good agreement with all the test
flows, except for the plane jet case [13]. Despite its simplicity, the Spalart-Allmaras
performs well in its standard form, whereas two-equation models are sometimes adapted
or modified to certain flow configurations such as the wall-jet [14].
In a film cooling numerical simulation study, Zhou, Salcudean and Gartshore [15]
modeled turbulence using a k-ε model with a near-wall low-Reynolds-number k model
and also a k-ε model with a wall function.

For blowing ratio less than 0.4, their

simulation results were in good agreement with the experimental data for velocity
profiles and cooling effectiveness. Jansson, Davidson and Olsson [16] modeled film
cooling through a slot by an algebraic stress model and a standard k-ε model. The
numerical results showed good agreement with experiments for velocity profiles but,
surprisingly, the comparison for gas temperature profiles showed significant differences,
especially near the wall. The authors pointed to measurement issues and problems with
the way diffusive terms were modeled in the transport equation for temperature to explain
these differences. Jia et al. [17] performed simulation of a slot film-cooling flow with
injection angles ranging from 16 to 90º, using k-ω and k-ε RANS models.

The

comparison of the simulation results with Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV)
measurements showed good agreement, but the temperature profiles tended not to agree
as well, especially in the near-wall and shear regions. Wall temperatures of film cooling
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effectiveness were not compared to experimental data, although this exercise would have
proved useful in validating the simulation results.
LES based studies
In the past decade LES has gained interest in the engineering community, even
though wall resolution remains a challenge for complex geometries and high Reynolds
number flows. To reduce the computational cost of LES of wall-bounded flows, Spalart
et al. [18] suggested a hybrid approach making use of RANS near the wall and LES
further away.

This hybrid technique is commonly referred to as Detached-Eddy

Simulation (DES). Most LES or DES studies of film cooling focus primarily on discrete
holes, with a few exceptions directly relevant to the present problem.
Recently, Roy, Kapadia and Heidmann [19] implemented the DES approach to
solve film-cooling flow on a flat plate with coolant injection though a single inclined
cylindrical hole. Their results demonstrate a strong anisotropic mixing behavior, which is
not captured by RANS alone. However the numerical results are limited due to the
symmetric boundary condition imposed on the domain. This computational issue was
later resolved in a subsequent technical note [20]. Analysis of the results confirms the
anisotropic mixing behavior.

When compared to experimental data, the centerline

cooling effectiveness tends to be over-predicted but the spanwise averaged is slightly
under-predicted. Muldoon and Acharyan [21] performed a Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS) of a similar flow configuration with a single hole inclined at 35 deg., at a
Reynolds number of 3068 (based on the hole diameter). Based on the DNS results they
computed all the terms in k-ε transport equations and compared their values those of the
modeled k-ε terms. The Boussinesq gradient approximation, as used in standard k-ε, was
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shown to be a reasonable model but the eddy viscosity contained large errors. A new
damping function for the eddy-viscosity was proposed.
Martini et al [22] performed simulation of slot film cooling at the trailing edge of
a turbine blade, using steady RANS k-ω and DES. For all the blowing ratios considered,
the predicted film cooling effectiveness using DES is in good agreement with
experimental data, whereas k-ω largely over-predicts the effectiveness. Non-adiabatic
cases were also considered. In this case the convective heat flux is prescribed at the wall
boundary condition.

Martini et al. [22] only report the convective heat transfer

coefficient. For this quantity both k-ω and DES models give good results. However the
authors forgot to consider that this is merely a coincidence in the k-ω case. Considering
that h = q conv (Taw − Tw ) , that the heat flux is prescribed, and that the adiabatic wall
temperature is under-predicted, it follows that the good agreement resulted from an
under-prediction in the wall temperature. Although this configuration resembles that of
the present study, it differs because of a slightly inclined slot and a large louver lip
thickness, generating much larger shear.
A wall resolved LES of an isothermal plane turbulent wall jet at a Reynolds
number of 9600 was performed by Dejoan and Leschziner [23]. Even though the wall jet
is in a stagnant environment, and thus the flow configuration differs from the present
study, this detailed work presents an examination of the inner and outer scaling. In the
self-similar region, the flow scales in wall units (friction velocity) in the inner region
whereas it scales with the maximum velocity in the outer region. More importantly a
thorough analysis of the turbulent energy and stresses budgets shed light into the
turbulent transport responsible for the interaction between both regions. Shear-stress
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budget indicates that the negative production is balanced in the near-wall region by the
velocity-pressure and turbulent diffusion terms, the later playing an important role in
identifying the interaction region. In the outer region, the positive production is balanced
almost exclusively by the velocity-pressure term. Furthermore, the ratio of turbulent
kinetic energy production to dissipation shows significant differences with turbulent
channel flow at a similar Reτ, the main difference being the lack of equilibrium for the
wall jet flow due to the contribution of the turbulent diffusion from the outer layer
towards the wall. Consequently, for the wall jet, the region where the log law holds is
very limited.
A direct numerical simulation of plane turbulent wall jet with scalar mixing was
performed by Ahlman et al. [24] for a slot Reynolds number equal to 2000 and Mach
number equal to 0.5. The flow configuration resembles that of a wall jet in a stagnant
environment since the velocity ratio, Uc/U• , was equal to 10 for this simulation. The
passive scalar was introduced in the slot flow to study the mixing characteristics. The
authors found the scalar mixing to behave like the streamwise velocity mixing.

In

addition, the scalar turbulent fluxes are shown to be of comparable magnitude in the
streamwise and wall-normal directions [24].
1.3.3 Summary of previous work
Previous experimental studies have placed significant emphasis on the wall
temperature (i.e. effectiveness).

However as recent numerical studies pointed out, it

appears that near wall temperature profiles and the corresponding wall heat flux are
difficult to predict accurately [16], [22].

High quality flow and wall temperature

measurements under realistic flow conditions (blowing ratio, temperature ratio, slot
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Reynolds number, turbulence intensity) are needed to help develop and validate emerging
near-wall mixing and heat transfer models for film cooling applications.
In addition, there is some discrepancy in the performance of different RANS
models. Spalart-Allmaras may be a viable candidate for the present flow. LES and DES
appear to be promising tools to investigate the physics of the flow. Although wall
resolved LES has been used for a similar flow it has not yet been applied to slot film
cooling with scalar transport.

1.4 Objectives
The primary objective of the present study is to characterize the mixing and nearwall transport of the turbulent slot film-cooling problem. Because of the lack of detailed
experimental data for this configuration in the literature, the first objective is to obtain a
detailed and comprehensive database of slot film cooling experimental data over a large
parameter space under realistic conditions.

Consequently we consider three flow

configurations with different coolant to mainstream velocity ratios characteristic of a
wall-jet, a wall-wake and a boundary layer.

In addition to the adiabatic wall

configuration, a non-adiabatic wall thermal boundary condition is added to study heat
transfer in slot film-cooling configurations. The intended database ought to include not
only measurements of wall quantities but also flow quantities such as velocity and
temperature, and well-characterized inflow conditions.

From this comprehensive

experimental database, mixing phenomena and near-wall transport can be analyzed to
characterize this flow.
The numerical simulations aim first at investigating the performance of the RANS
Spalart-Allmaras model in order to reconcile and classify the disagreements observed in
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the literature. This study also seeks to analyze the performance of LES for this flow
configuration by comparing to RANS results and experimental data. From wall resolved
and validated LES data, key turbulent mixing information can be analyzed to further
improve our understanding of this flow. Because these turbulent quantities are nearly
impossible to obtain experimentally, they provide valuable information in the effort to
characterize near-wall mixing and heat transfer behavior in slot film cooling flow.

1.5 Main Achievements
Several significant achievements were accomplished in the course of this research
both experimentally and numerically. First of all, a unique hot wind tunnel facility was
designed and built to study film cooling mixing and heat transfer. Minimally intrusive
and non-intrusive diagnostics were applied to characterize near-wall mixing behavior. A
special micro-thermocouple probe was built. With its fast response time and spectral
digital compensation of its thermal inertia high frequency temperature fluctuations are
recovered thus providing a unique opportunity to characterize the thermal mixing
associated with this flow. For LDV and PIV measurements, two solid particle seeders
using the fluidized bed principle were designed and built to deliver steady and uniform
TiO2 seeding to the coolant and the hot streams. With the help of Fernando Raffan, the
test facility was upgraded with backside cooling to study cases with wall heat flux. Heat
flux level through the wall can be adjusted by regulating the backside coolant flow
temperature. In this configuration the wall backside temperature is nearly uniform, thus
representing a simple boundary condition for numerical simulations. Wall heat flux and
temperature were successfully measured in this configuration and near-wall velocity
measurements were achieved using PIV and a special wall treatment.
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The numerical solver used in this study derives from an existing LES solver
developed by Anthony Keating ([25], [26]). The solver was modified to include the
energy transport equation and the necessary boundary and initial conditions.

The

dynamic eddy-diffusivity sub-grid scale model was implemented for LES and the
Spalart-Allmaras model for RANS.

New modifications to the code were validated

against DNS and experimental data. Therefore the solver was used with confidence to
tackle the difficult problem of slot film cooling which had never been published before.
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Chapter 2: Experimental and Numerical Methodology
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the methodology used in this study.
Because previous experimental studies have been mostly concerned with studying the
effects of isolated global parameters (i.e. turbulence intensity, geometry, Reynolds
number) on the film mixing, this study focuses more on the fundamental mechanisms that
cause the mixing of the film. As a result detailed turbulent characteristics of the flow
need to be measured and correlated to the film mixing dynamics. Such an endeavor
requires comprehensive detailed measurements of the flow at the inlet and in the mixing
region (i.e. temperature and velocity) and the temperature and heat flux (when applicable)
at the wall. Details about the experimental facility, diagnostics, and post-processing
techniques are provided in section 2.1.
Since large-eddy simulations of a two-dimensional slot film cooling with scalar
mixing have never been published, it appears critical to further understand the physics
governing the film mixing from a numerical point of view. Consequently, performing
wall resolved large-eddy simulations of experiments provides a unique perspective on the
problem. Furthermore, the performance of the RANS Spalart-Allmaras model will be
evaluated in this work. Details about the solver, the numerical methods and turbulence
models are presented in §2.2.
Finally in the last sub-section, the LES and RANS models are validated against
experimental and DNS data of a fully developed channel flow with heat transfer.
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2.1 Experimental Measurements and Analysis
A hot wind tunnel facility was specially designed and constructed for the study of
near-wall mixing and heat transfer under conditions relevant to gas turbine engines and
rocket thrust chambers. In this section we will first proceed with a description of the hot
wind tunnel facility and its specific components. Then the diagnostics will be presented
along with the data post-processing techniques that were used to obtain the experimental
results. A brief section on measurement uncertainties will close the description of the
experimental measurements.
2.1.1 Description of the hot wind tunnel facility
As portrayed in Figure 2, the hot wind tunnel facility is an open circuit system
that includes a centrifugal fan, an inline methane burner, a 90-degree elbow with turning
vanes, a settling chamber with flow control devices, and a two-dimensional convergent
section with a contraction ratio of 6:1. In the test section, a high capacity compressor
delivers compressed air that is injected through a louvered slot to create a tangential film.
Downstream of the test section an optimized two-dimensional diffuser reduces pressure
losses. A duct connects the exit of the diffuser to a large hood equipped with a blower.
As result of the wind tunnel arrangement the pressure in the test section is less than the
atmospheric pressure.

The hot wind tunnel provides a realistic experimental

configuration to investigate heat transfer in rocket thrust chambers and gas turbine
engines.

The wind tunnel produces operating conditions relevant to real engine

conditions with velocity ratios Uc/U• ranging from low values of 0.5 (relevant to rocket
engines) to high values up to 3 (relevant to gas turbine engines), and maximum absolute
temperature ratios T•/Tc up to 2. Blowing ratios, m, ranging from 0.75 (relevant to rocket
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engines) up to 5 (relevant to gas turbine engines) can be achieved under thermally
aggressive conditions. It should be noted that the peak temperatures in the laboratory
configuration are limited when compared with actual engines, particularly rockets (175 K
min, and 3500 K max). Also the experimental slot injection Reynolds numbers Res, are
significantly smaller than those found in propulsion applications; however, they are still
in the turbulent regime, ranging from 2000 to 6000.
This facility uses a centrifugal fan equipped with a backward curved airfoil
impeller and powered by a direct drive 3-phase 1.5 HP electric motor. A frequency
controller allows selecting the speed of the fan, and consequently controls the velocity of
the mainflow in the wind tunnel. When laser diagnostics are in use, solid particles of
titanium dioxide (TiO2) are injected in the flow by means of counter flow jets to enhance
mixing. Downstream of the fan, an inline methane burner is mounted inside the flame
tube. The pilot flame of the burner is remotely ignited with a 6000 Volt spark plug. The

Figure 2. Hot wind tunnel facility layout
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methane flow rate is measured with a rotameter and controlled during the experiments to
ensure steady operating conditions. A significant part of the flow bypasses the burner to
provide dilution of the flame before entering the 90-degree elbow.

The elbow is

equipped with turning vanes to reduce pressures losses in the wind tunnel.
The main purpose of the settling chamber is to provide a well characterized
homogeneous flow upstream of the contraction section. Given the cross section of the
wind tunnel, 20 x 30 cm, and the operating conditions, the settling chamber was designed
to be 100 cm long. Several flow-controlling devices are present in the settling chamber.
First a 10-cm long obstruction made of randomly packed ceramic saddles is mounted at
the inlet of the settling chamber.

While posing little resistance to the flow this

obstruction serves as a buffer that thermally mixes and homogenizes the flow containing
large temperature fluctuations induced by the burner and the dilution process.
Downstream of the ceramic bed a welded stainless-steel honeycomb breaks the large
eddies and reduces the components of the velocity in the wall-normal and spanwise
direction. The characteristic cell diameter and length, respectively 3.17 mm and 15.87
mm, were specified based on recommendations by Mehta and Bradshaw [27]. A fine
mesh stainless steel screen is placed at the exit of the settling chamber and 50 cm
downstream of the honeycomb to further homogenize the velocity and reduce the
boundary layer thickness. The screen is made of 0.165 mm diameter stainless steel wires
with 900 meshes per square inch, resulting in an open area of 64.8%.

The two-

dimensional convergent section with a contraction ratio of 6:1 is made of stainless steel
and mounted downstream of the settling chamber. Because thermal losses through the
walls and thermal boundary layer growth are not desired in this controlled heat transfer
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experiment, both the settling chamber and the convergent section are thermally insulated
with one-inch thick Kaowool® boards.
Test section
The test section is a stainless steel flanged channel 200 by 50 mm in cross-section
and 500 mm in length, directly connected to the convergent exit section. The test section
is equipped with several optical access windows and ports as illustrated in Figure 3. The
louvered slot is mounted to the test plate allowing for an easy modification of the slot’s
geometrical characteristics. In the present work, the slot height, s, is set to 4.0 mm and
the louver is 0.76 mm thick and 50 mm long. The film flow is injected through discrete
holes 3.17 mm in diameter separated by 6.35 mm. The resulting small jets impinge on

a)

b)

Figure 3. Test section description, a) Adiabatic wall experiment configuration, and b) Nonadiabatic wall experiment for heat transfer measurements.
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the louver to create a film at the exit of the slot. The test plate (200 by 500 mm and 6.35
mm thick) is made of UDEL®, a high temperature polycarbonate with a low thermal
conductivity of 0.24 W·m-1·K-1.

This low conductivity material provides a large

temperature gradient across the test plate for accurate measurement of the heat flux
through the plate in the non-adiabatic experiments.

In adiabatic experiments, this

material provided the first layer of thermal insulation to prevent heat losses from the wall.
For adiabatic wall experiments the back surface of the test plate is insulated with a
1-inch-thick Kaowool® board, as illustrated in Figure 3a. This insulation material has a
low thermal conductivity of 0.06 W·m-1·K-1 providing an efficient insulation.

The

measured adiabatic wall temperature yields the film cooling adiabatic effectiveness, an
important parameter describing the mixedness of the film cooling flow with the hot
mainstream.
In the heat transfer experiments, the thermal insulation is removed and replaced
by a stainless steel cooling channel, as shown in Figure 3b. Cooled-water (9-10ºC) flows
inside this channel, thus removing heat from the backside of the wall by forced
convection. A pump drives water from a tank to the test section and back to the tank.
Because of the choice of this closed loop system, the tank is equipped with a heat
exchanger that keeps the water temperature constant during the entire experiment. Given
the high thermal capacity of water and the high flow rates considered (10-20 gpm) the
backside temperature of the wall was nearly uniform along the streamwise and spanwise
directions. This simple thermal boundary condition provides ideal conditions for direct
comparison with numerical simulations. For additional details the reader is referred to
Cruz and Marshall [12].
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2.1.2 Measurement techniques
The hot wind tunnel is equipped with several instruments to provide a
comprehensive and detailed characterization of the slot film-cooling problem. The inlet
temperature and velocity are carefully measured. Detailed flow temperature and velocity
measurements provide valuable information about the film mixing mechanisms. Wall
surface temperature and heat flux (when applicable) are also measured, thus providing a
characterization of the thermal boundary conditions of the problem.
Inlet characterization
The velocity and temperature of the hot mainstream inlet flow is measured with a
specially designed small pitot tube equipped with a micro-thermocouple attached parallel
to the total pressure tube. The total and static pressure tubes are made of small stainless
steel tubes 1/16” in outer diameter. The type K thermocouple probe is made of bare
wires with 50µm diameter that are threaded through a two-holed ceramic tube. This
probe assembly is attached to the casing and can be traversed in the wall-normal direction
to acquire inlet profiles and perform uniformity checks at the operating conditions. The
pressure is measured with a pressure transducer that outputs a current proportional to the
pressure, while the thermocouple probe outputs a voltage. The corresponding analog
signals are digitized using a Labview DAQ data acquisition board with a sampling rate of
1 kHz.

A Labview program was specially developed to calibrate and process the

information yielding the velocity and temperature of the hot mainstream.
The temperature of the flow exiting the slot is measured with a microthermocouple placed inside the slot with a sufficient offset from the main (x, y)
measurement plane pictured in Figure 3. The bulk velocity at the exit of the slot is
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calculated by using mass conservation between the rotameter and slot exit sections. The
bulk velocity is an important parameter for this channel flow configuration.

Most

importantly, the bulk velocity is also the reference velocity to use when calculating the
blowing ratio and slot Reynolds number [1].
Inlet velocity profiles are also measured using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV),
which are in good agreement with the pitot measurements. Because of the higher spatial
resolution and lower measurement uncertainty of the PIV, these inflow measurements are
taken as the reference velocity profiles in this study.
Flow velocity measurement
The flow velocity is measured using a minimally intrusive laser based technique,
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). This technique was first described by Adrian [28] and
Pickering and Halliwell [29].

In these two papers the principle of particle image

velocimetry is introduced, which contrasts with laser speckle velocimetry. PIV utilizes
small particles that follow precisely the flow structures and scatter light from a laser light
sheet. The laser emits light for short time durations or pulses. This strobing effect allows
visualizing the ‘frozen seeded flow’ by means of an optical system and a photographic
camera, which today is replaced by a digital CCD camera. This strobing effect results in
several images of the flow being frozen in time where the light scattered by the particles
is clearly visible. The PIV principle makes use of two successive frames separated by a
time interval, δt, small enough to guarantee optimum displacement of particles between
two frames. Applying the PIV technique to the present study posed several challenges,
such as correctly seeding the coolant and hot streams, imaging the particles, and reducing
laser scatter at the wall to obtain near wall measurements given the small dimensions of
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the experimental setup.
a) Seeding the flow
The particles introduced in the flow serve as tracer particles for the imaging
system.

The particle concentration must be small enough (typically 109-1012

particles/m3) so as not to alter the physical properties of the studied fluid. For best
results, the particles should be uniformly distributed in the flow, although this criterion is
not as critical as for laser Doppler Velocimetry [30]. Since PIV actually measures the
velocity of the tracing particles in the flow it is critical to ensure that they follow
faithfully the important structures of the flow. This usually means that the particles
injected in the flow must be small. However the particles must have good light scattering
properties to be tracked by the imaging system. Because of these two opposing criteria
for the size of the particles, an optimum particle size must be found. At first order
approximation and with the small Reynolds number assumption, the difference between a

r
r
particle velocity, V p , and the surrounding fluid velocity, U , can be written as [37]
r
r r 2 rp2 (ρ p − ρ) dVp
Vp − U =
9
µ
dt

(17)

where rp and ρp are the radius and density of the particle, and ρ and µ are density and
viscosity of the fluid. From this expression we observe that the velocity difference is
small when the term rp2 (ρ p − ρ) / µ is small. For hot gas flows (i.e. present study), solid
particles are usually used because liquid droplets tend to evaporate. As a result, in this
application the density of the gas is negligible compared to that of the particle (by three
orders of magnitude). We then define the particle response time, τp, to a stepwise change
in the flow velocity
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2
2 rp ρ p
.
τp =
9 µ

(18)

For a given turbulent flow time scale, the particle follows the flow faithfully within 2%
error when the Stokes number (ratio of the particle time scale to the flow time scale) is
smaller than 0.2 [31]. The characteristic time scales in a turbulent flow are bounded by
the Kolmogorov and integral time scale ([32],[33]). Invoking the energy cascade, and the
equilibrium between turbulent kinetic energy production at the integral scales and
dissipation at the Kolmogorov scales, one can establish the following scaling law for the
Kolmogorov time scale, τK
−1

− 12

τ K ∝ τ 0 Re0 2 = τ 0 (U 0 L0 /ν )

(19)

Where τ0 is the integral time scale (i.e L0/U0), and Re0 is the Reynolds number at the
large scales. This simple relation provides an estimation of the time scales in the flow, as
reported in Table 1 for a flow with 15% RMS of a mean velocity of 22 m/s. In addition,
the resulting Stokes number range for titanium-dioxide (TiO2) particles of mean diameter
ranging from 0.3 to 1.0 µm is also presented. For a particle 0.3 µm in diameter this

Table 1. Response time of TiO2 tracing particle in a turbulent flow characteristic of current
experimental conditions (Re0 = 5345, U0 = 3.3 m/s, L0 = 4 mm)

Particle mean
diameter dp, µm

0.3

Particle response
time τp, s
-6

1.12 10

Kolmogorov

42 10-6

0.027

Limit 2% error

5.8 10-6

0.2

Integral
Kolmogorov
1.0

-6

12.5 10

Stokes number
St = τp / τf

Flow time scales τf, s

Limit 2% error
Integral
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-3

1.21 10

0.001

42 10-6

0.305

-6

0.2

-3

0.011

64.1 10
1.21 10

analysis shows that the Stokes number is less
than 0.027. Thus, the particle follows all the
flow structures.

A larger particle 1 µm in

diameter is almost able to follow faithfully all
the scales of motion down to 2/3 of the
Kolmogorov scales.

This scaling analysis

provides confidence that the selected particles
of TiO2 with mean diameter in the range 0.31.0 µm faithfully follow most of the important

Figure 4. Schematic of the fluidized
bed solid particle seeder.

turbulent structures present in the flow. Although the particles follow almost all the
scales of motion, the PIV is not able to spatially resolve the Kolmogorov scales because
the integration region (control volume) ideally contains several particles.
The TiO2 solid particles are injected in the film-cooling flow and the hot
mainstream using two similar seeders. These fluidized bed solid particles seeders were
made to match the seeding requirements by utilizing compressed air forced through a
porous plate, as pictured in Figure 4. The large pressure drop across this plate creates
high-speed micro-jets that entrain solid particles. When the inlet pressure and flow rate
are correctly set the powder bed is fluidized and homogeneous [34]. The seeding density
can be controlled by modifying the pressure and flow rate through the seeder.
Additionally, the position of the exit tube in the seeder can be lowered or raised to
increase or decrease, respectively, the seeding density.
b) Particle illumination and imaging
This study makes use of a commercial PIV system purchased from LaVision Inc
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[35]. The system includes a Solo PIV laser from New Wave Research, with a dual
Nd:YAG laser-head. It incorporates a beam combining system and frequency doubler
providing high output energy of green visible light (up to 100 mJ per pulse at 532 nm
wavelength). Focusing and sheet forming optics are attached to the exit of the laser to
produce a bright illumination plane of the seeded flow. The pulse timing and laser power
can be directly controlled from the PIV computer in the Davis Software.
Each laser pulse needs to be very short to prevent the imaging system from seeing
streaks of particles instead of instant snapshots of the frozen flow. Because this laser
system has a pulse duration between 5 and 15 ns virtually any flow speed can be frozen.
This is particularly true in the current work with speeds on the order of 30 m/s and low
magnification factor in the imaging system.
The minimum time interval between frames, δt, is not limited by the laser pulse
duration but by the CCD sensor in the digital camera. In double frame capture mode
required for PIV), the first frame needs to output to the camera RAM before the second
frame is acquired by the CCD sensor. The camera used in the present work, Camera
Imager Pro X, is a 14-bit CCD camera with 4 Mega pixels spatial resolution. In double
exposure mode it has an interframe time of 100 ns that is small enough for velocity
measurements in high-speed flows. The optical system configuration was setup so as to
allow the particle image to be larger than one pixel, thus avoiding peak locking. Peak
locking occurs when a particle image smaller than one pixel is displaced by a small
distance during the interframe time but remains in the same pixel. The PIV algorithm
cannot capture this displacement and returns a zero velocity, thereby influencing the
quality of the flow statistics. Furthermore, particle images smaller than one pixel are not
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desired because sub-pixel interpolation for the displacement is not possible, thus limiting
the dynamic range of the PIV measurement. To ensure a proper optical configuration for
PIV one has to adjust the field of view and the aperture f# of the camera lens. The
particle image diameter, dim, can be calculated using the relation [37]
d im = ((2.44 (1 + M 0 ) f # λ) 2 + M 02 d p2 ) 2
1.

(20)

where M0 is the magnification factor (image size divided by the object size), λ is
frequency of the laser light (i.e. 532 nm), and dp is the particle physical diameter. The
first term in the square root is the diffraction-limited spot and the second term is the
geometric size in the image plane. In the present study the field of view is 50 by 50 mm
and the CCD sensor is a square of side 15.155 mm. Consequently the magnification
factor is less than unity and equal to 0.3031. Given an f # of 8, the particle image diameter
is reported in Table 2 for particle sizes of 0.3 and 1.0 µm. The particle image diameter is
also expressed in pixels, given the pixel size is 7.40 µm for the CCD chip.

This

estimation demonstrates that the particle image is larger than one pixel independently of
the size of the particle, which reveals that the diffraction limited spot dominates the
geometric image of the particle. More importantly, dim is very close to 2 pixels, which
represents the optimum size to reduce RMS displacement errors [36].
The present analysis is only valid if the illuminated particles are in focus. This
means that the laser sheet thickness must be smaller than the camera depth of field (or
Table 2. Particle image for particle diameters of 0.3 and 1.0 µm, f# = 8

Particle diameter, dp (µm)

0.30

1.00

Particle image diameter, dim (µm)

13.53

13.54

Particle image diameter, dim (pixel)

1.83

1.83
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depth of view). Illumination planes with a thickness, δz0, of 1 mm were easily achieved.
The camera depth of view is calculated based on optical considerations using [37]

δz0 = 4 (1+ M 0−1 ) 2 f # 2 λ .

(21)

With the magnification factor, aperture number and laser frequency retained above, the
depth of view is equal to 2.52 mm, which is greater than the laser sheet thickness.
Consequently this validates the imaging settings used in the present study, and the
particle size choice. However, there are other challenges one needs to be aware of when
using PIV for a wall-bounded flow.
c) Challenges associated with the PIV technique
There exist several technical challenges associated with obtaining a high quality
image pair of the seeded flow and thus guaranteeing a good measurement using the PIV
technique. Such challenges are: identifying the focal plane, determining the seeding
concentration and interframe time, and reducing the noise at the wall. First, one needs to
ensure that the camera is correctly focused in the plane of illumination. This can be
verified empirically by inspecting the images of particles or more deterministically by
identifying the focal plane that produces the maximum image contrast defined by the
standard deviation of the image grey value divided by the mean image grey value.
In addition, the seeding concentration and interframe time need to be adjusted
using an iterative procedure described by Westerweel [36]. One starts with low seeding
concentration and a small interframe time so that successive frames are almost identical.
The seeding concentration is slowly increased while monitoring the signal to noise ratio
of the cross-correlation function, until this ratio is above 3 in the measurement domain.
Once the optimum seeding concentration is found, the interframe time can be increased to
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obtain the maximum dynamic measurement range.

Proceeding by increments, δt is

increased while monitoring the results of the cross-correlation. The maximum resulting
particle displacement in the flow should be between 5 and 10 pixels. This criterion is
recommended for our system, and sets the upper bound of the dynamic range. The lower
bound is function of the post-processing technique and the quality of the image pair.
According to the specifications of Davis software, sub-pixel resolution (0.01 pixel) is
achieved.
For wall-bounded flows, high laser power often creates difficulties due to light
scattering at the wall, which creates a halo that illuminates particles out of the
measurement plane near the wall. If this wall illumination effect exceeds the depth of
view of the camera some particles are seen out of focus. Consequently the processing
algorithm encounters difficulties in obtaining a correlation in this critical near-wall
region. Correctly adjusting the aperture of the camera reduces this wall effect but also
resets the imaging settings. In the present study a different approach to reduce the wall
scatter was preferred. This technique consists in applying a coat of clear paint with
rhodamine 6-G on the wall surface and by using a 532 nm bandpass filter in front of the
camera optics. The dye of the paint layer absorbs the incident 532-nm light and re-emits
in the range 555-585 nm with a peak at 566 nm. Consequently laser scatter effects at the
wall are strongly attenuated for a camera equipped with the 532nm bandpass filter. This
wall treatment technique has been applied with success in the present study to enhance
near wall resolution.
d) Obtaining the vector field
In this section, we present briefly the main steps leading to the final velocity field
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results, which were performed using LaVision Flow Master software [35].

Before

conducting the hot flow experiments, a calibration plate is inserted in the test section to
calibrate the distances in the imaging system. Then the experiment is started, keeping the
illumination and imaging systems settings constant. To obtain reasonable statistics 1000
pair of images are recorded at each of the four streamwise stations.
The raw images are first pre-processed, then the vectors are computed, and finally
the results are post-processed. In the pre-processing step, a sliding background is applied
in order to remove the contribution of particles stuck in the window. The vectors are then
computed using a multi-pass cross-correlation algorithm. The interrogation region is first
32 by 32 pixels then it is reduced to 8 by 8 pixels in the last pass. A 50% overlap of the
interrogation regions is applied as suggested by the manufacturer. The post-process
includes a procedure to remove and replace spurious vectors using the median filter
technique developed by Nogueira et al. [38]. Statistics are then computed on the 1000
samples to obtain mean and RMS of the streamwise and wall normal velocity
components.
Wall temperature and heat transfer
The temperature of the backside of the test wall was measured using four type K
surface-mounted thermocouples. Due to the high mass flow of water-cooling on the
backside, this wall surface has a nearly uniform temperature.

The temperature is

interpolated using these four data points.
The temperature of the surface of the wall facing the film flow was measured by
infrared (IR) thermography. This non-intrusive measurement technique makes use of an
IR thermal sensor in the FLIR ThermaCam SC 3000. This sensor receives thermal
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radiation from the measurement surface with optimum IR range in the 8-9 µm
wavelength spectrum. Consequently the casing of the test section was equipped with an
optical access made of calcium-fluoride (CaF2), which has good transmission in the IR
range up to a 10-µm wavelength. Several optical parameters influence the temperature
measurement using this technique. They are the emissivity of the wall, the temperature
and emissivity of the CaF2 window, and the optical and thermal properties of the
atmosphere.

These parameters change with the operating temperature for a given

experiment. Consequently, the IR measurements were first calibrated at the operating
conditions using a micro-thermocouple probe inserted at the wall.
Given the measurement of the temperature difference across the test wall and
knowing the thermal properties of the UDEL material, one can easily determine the
conduction heat flux across the wall, as illustrated in Figure 5. Using a sign convention
with positive heat flux being oriented from the film flow towards the wall, the conductive
heat flux across the wall, qk, is obtained by

qk =

kw
(T − T ) ,
t w w wb

(22)

where the wall thermal conductivity kw = 0.25 Wm-1K-1 and the wall thickness tw = 6.35
mm.

The wall temperatures on the film side and on the backside are Tw and Twb

respectively, as represented in Figure 5. In this equation, it was assumed that the heat
conduction within the wall is one-dimensional with a preferred direction in the wall
normal direction. This assumption is valid because of the large gradients across the wall
and the relative thinness of the wall.
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Figure 5. Wall temperature and heat flux measurements

The convective heat flux at the wall per unit area, q c, is then estimated by writing
a heat balance at the surface of the wall between convection, radiation from the casing
and conduction across the solid. Using the same sign convention described above,
qc = qk − qr

(23)

where qr, the net radiation heat flux per unit area. At each wall temperature measurement
point, the net radiation flux per unit area on the wall from the casing is calculated using
the direct radiation approach and neglecting multi-reflections [39]
qr = ε0 εw Fw 0 σ (T04 − Tw4 )

(24)

where Tw and T0 are the temperatures of the wall element and the casing, εw and ε0 are the
emissivity of the wall and the casing, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and Fw0 is the
view factor from the wall to the casing. This later parameter was calculated by using
view factor algebra and removing the view factor from the wall to the window, Fw,win,
because the window is transparent to infrared radiation. Consequently Fw0 is obtained by:
Fw 0 = 1− Fw,win
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(25)

where Fw,win is calculated based on the analytical form proposed by Siegel and Howell
[40]. In the calculation of the radiation heat flux, the emissivity of the casing made of
polished stainless steel is equal to 0.20 and that of the test plate made of UDEL is equal
to 0.91.
The radiation effects may seem small compared to the conduction heat flux but
near the slot exit the wall is much cooler than the casing. This results in thermal radiation
loads that cannot be neglected compared to the small heat conduction across the wall in
this region. Further downstream, as the wall temperature increases, the radiative heat
flux becomes smaller compared to the conductive heat flux.
Flow temperature
The flow temperature is measured with a micro-thermocouple inserted in the flow
through small portholes in the casing of the test section that are located at the edge of the
IR transparent window. The probe itself, as illustrated in Figure 6, is made of a 13 µmwire-diameter type K thermocouple threaded through a double holed ceramic insulator.
The properties of this electrical insulation guaranties operation up to elevated
temperatures. The ceramic assembly is then inserted in a stainless steel tube and bonded

Figure 6. Micro-thermocouple probe assembly, 13µm wire diameter type K.
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at its extremities with high temperature cement. The probe is equipped with a miniconnector jack that is connected to a probe holder on a 10µm-precision traverse. This
assembly allows measurement of temperature profiles at accurate wall-normal location.
The bead of the thermocouple extends 2 mm outside the ceramic and the stainless tube to
avoid flow disturbances at the measurement location. Given Shaddix’s recommendations
[41], this distance is also sufficiently long for the axial thermal conduction to be
negligible in the vicinity of the bead, even under the largest flow temperature gradients
measured in the experiments. The data were recorded and digitized at a 20 kHz sampling
frequency using a Labview data acquisition board.
Due to the small size of the thermocouple probe, the convection-dominated
dynamics at the beads result in radiation and conduction losses being negligible.
However even for a small thermocouple bead of 13µm diameter, large fluctuations of
temperature due to turbulent structures are attenuated at high frequencies due to the
thermal inertia of the probe. This transient response of the probe can be analyzed by
performing a heat balance on the bead where conduction and radiation are neglected.
Noting Tg the actual gas temperature, Tb the bead temperature (i.e. temperature measured
by the probe), and mb, Cp,b and Ab, the mass, specific heat and area of the bead
respectively, the heat balance can be written as

mbC p, b

dTb
= hconv Ab (Tg − Tb )
dt

(26)

where hconv is the convective heat transfer coefficient associated with the flow around the
bead. The time constant of the transient heat balance, τb, is defined by
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τb =

mb C p, b
hconv Ab

(27)

The time constant is a function of the bead physical properties and geometry, but also
depends on the thermal and kinematic properties of the flow surrounding the bead, as
evidenced by the dependence on the convective heat transfer coefficient. Introducing the
time constant in the heat balance equation and solving for the actual gas temperature
yields

Tg = Tb + τ b

dTb
.
dt

(28)

The value of the time constant was estimated by measuring, in the test section, the
transient response of the probe to an electrical heating-cooling cycle as described by
Marshall [42]. The result of this analysis over a significant number of cycles shows τb
takes values between 1.5 to 2.3 ms depending on the relative position of the
thermocouple to the wall and the operating conditions in the test section. Knowing the
value of this parameter allows us to solve for the actual gas temperature, Tg, as a function
of the measured temperature, noted Tb in this analysis. A digital compensation technique
based on a spectral analysis of the raw signal allows one to correct for the thermal inertia
of the probe and thus to recover the power of the temperature fluctuations at high
frequencies. This procedure is reported by Cruz and Marshall [12], and for convenience
for the reader in Appendix A1.
Statistical quantities of the compensated signal are computed to yield
characteristics of the thermal mixing in the flow. Mean temperature and root-meansquare (RMS) are computed. Higher order statistical moments, such as the skewness and
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flatness, are also computed to help analyze the probability density function (PDF).

2.1.3 Test matrix
Three different experimental velocity ratios (VR = Uc/U•) were considered in this
study: a wall-wake flow (VR <1.0), a boundary layer type flow (VR=1.0) and a wall jet
(VR=2.0). For each case two different wall thermal boundary conditions were examined:
an adiabatic wall and a wall with nearly uniform temperature distribution on the backside.
Actual experimental conditions are reported in Table 3. To facilitate the reference to key
parameters of each experiment, the name of the test comprises a numeral referring to the
velocity ratio (e.g. 0.5) and optional letters ‘AD’ referring to the adiabatic wall condition,
if applicable. The velocity ratio, VR, and the blowing ratio, m, are parameters that
describe the relative velocity and mass flux between the coolant stream and the
mainstream.

High velocity ratios are commonly encountered in gas turbine engine

combustors [1] and low velocity ratios are mostly found in rocket thrust chambers and
nozzles. Consequently, this study is relevant to film cooling applications for both rocket
and gas turbine engines. Of particular interest to this study is the characterization, both
experimental and numerical, of the near-wall turbulence that governs the film mixing in
these flow regimes.
Adiabatic and non-adiabatic walls are considered in this study. The adiabatic wall
experiments (VR0.5AD, VR1.0AD and VR2.0AD) allow direct measurement of the
adiabatic wall temperature and the corresponding film cooling effectiveness. This later
parameter describes the effects of the thermal mixing of the film as mentioned earlier.
Combining adiabatic and non-adiabatic experiments with identical inflow conditions
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Table 3. Experimental operating conditions

Tests →

VR0.5AD

VR0.5

VR1.0AD

VR1.0

VR2.0AD

VR2.0

Wall →

Adiabatic

Backside
cooled

Adiabatic

Backside
cooled

Adiabatic

Backside
cooled

Uc (m/s)

10.82

10.82

19.13

19.13

21.20

21.20

U• (m/s)

24.86

24.86

22.10

22.10

11.10

11.10

VR = Uc /U•

0.44

0.44

0.87

0.87

1.93

1.93

Tc (K)

304.78

306.11

298.88

304.43

296.33

301.54

T• (K)

462.02

454.94

454.33

446.33

462.92

437.89

TR = T• /Tc

1.52

1.49

1.52

1.47

1.56

1.45

Res

2652

2631

4857

4698

5466

5297

m = VR TR

0.66

0.65

1.32

1.27

3.01

2.80

yields the convective heat transfer coefficient for film cooling flows, as defined by
Lefebvre [1].

2.1.4 Typical experimental uncertainties
In this section a discussion

of experimental uncertainties is presented.

Measurement errors can be divided into two major categories: random errors and
systematic errors. The later is manifested when a physical phenomenon consistently alter
the measure of a quantity (e.g. thermal radiation on a surface temperature). This type of
error is usually avoided by applying a careful calibration of the instrument at a reference
measurement point. Random errors however, cannot be avoided because of the very
nature of the instrument that measures a physical quantity that sometimes has a random
component. This leads to the measurement uncertainty, a parameter that quantifies the
statistical distribution of the measured value. For a quantity, Q, expressed as a function
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of directly measured quantities, wi,

Q = Q(w1 , w2 ,..., wn )

(29)

the overall uncertainty ∆Q is expressed as a function the measurement uncertainties, ∆wi,
by [43]:
 ∂Q
  ∂Q

 ∂Q

∆Q = 
∆w1 + 
∆w2  + ... + 
∆wn 
 ∂w1
  ∂w2

 ∂wn

2

2

2

(30)

For brevity, the derivation of the expression for the uncertainty of the measured
and derived quantities is reported in Appendix A2.

Characteristic values and

uncertainties of most important measured and derived quantities are reported in Table 4.
Uncertainty in flow temperatures are small +/- 0.25 K, and are nearly independent of the
temperature. The uncertainty of PIV measurements is difficult to evaluate. Based on the
particle response time analysis, a 1% error has been selected here. The wall and casing
temperatures have a higher uncertainty of +/- 0.5 K because of possible radiation effects.
Based on these parameters, uncertainties in derived quantities are calculated. These
uncertainties are very small for the blowing ratio, the slot Reynolds number and the film
effectiveness. The uncertainty in the conductive heat flux depends on the temperature
difference across the wall and is between 2 and 4 % under characteristics experimental
conditions. The uncertainty in radiation heat flux is larger (13%) and nearly uniform. It
is dominated by the uncertainty in the casing emissivity. Finally the uncertainty in the
convective heat transfer coefficient is the largest particularly near the slot exit where
there the difference between the adiabatic wall temperature and the wall temperature is
small.
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Table 4. Uncertainty in Measured and Derived Quantities
Characteristic measured quantities
wi, units

Value

∆wi

∆wi / wi, %

Tc, K

300

±0.25

±0.08

Coolant temperature

T•, K

450

±0.25

±0.06

Mainstream temperature

Uc, m/s

21.2

±0.21

±1.00

Coolant bulk velocity

U•, m/s

11.1

±0.11

±1.00

Mainstream velocity

s, m

0.004

±50 10-6

±1.25

Slot height

Taw Tw, K

300 – 350

±0.5

±(0.14 – 0.16)

Wall temperature

T0, K

400

±0.5

±0.12

Casing temperature

∆Q

∆Q / Q, %

Notes

Derived quantities
Q, units

Value

m

±1.42

Res

±1.61

η

Notes

±(0.37 – 0.76)

0.75 – 1.0

±(2.12 – 4.06)

(Tw -Twb ) from 50K to 10 K

qrad , W/m

±13.52

Nearly constant

qconv, W/m2

±(4.30 – 5.20)

qcond, W/m2
2

T*aw, K
h, W/(m⋅K)

300 – 350

±0.64

±(0.18 – 0.20)
±(5.6 – 34)
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(T* aw -Tw) from 20K to 2 K

2.2 Navier-Stokes Solver
With the increase in computing power, large-eddy simulations (LES) of turbulent
flows have shown promising perspectives in the endeavor of understanding the physics of
turbulent flows for which direct numerical simulations (DNS) would be practically
unfeasible. The LES solver used in the present work is a derivation of an existing solver
LES3D-MP developed by Anthony Keating ([25], [26]). The transport equation for a
passive scalar (temperature), the LES eddy-diffusivity model, and the corresponding
boundary conditions have been implemented.

The existing RANS Spalart-Allmaras

model was extended with a turbulent Prandtl number approach to model the eddydiffusivity in RANS mode.

The objective of the present section is to present the

modeling approach for both LES and RANS modes.
2.2.1 Fundamental framework: RANS and LES
Large-eddy simulation is gradually gaining more interest from the engineering
community in research and development initiatives. For the past decades Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solvers have been the standard tool to simulate
industrial turbulent flows. However due to the complexity and specificity of RANS
turbulence modeling, the LES approach has emerged as a more universal and
comprehensive tool for solving turbulent flow problems.
In contrast to RANS, where only time averaged quantities are calculated, LES
distinguishes between grid resolved (large) and modeled subgrid (small) scales of
turbulent motion. Consequently the problem and geometry dependent large scales are
directly resolved while the more universal small scales are modeled. The modeling in
LES consists mainly in expressing the contribution of the small scales to the large scales.
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Most models calculate this contribution based on the energy contained in the large scales.
2.2.2 Governing equations
For the purpose of simulating the experimental conditions in the hot wind tunnel
the incompressible flow assumption is assumed valid because of the low Mach number
conditions in this facility. Consequently we consider the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations and the energy conservation equation for a non-reacting flow. These equations
are non-dimensionalized using a reference length, velocity, and temperature, noted
respectively LR, UR, and TR. In addition, the Cartesian grid and velocity field are defined
in tensor notation by

(x )

i i=1..3

= (x, y,z) and (ui )i=1..3 = (u,v,w)

Making use of Einstein tensor summation convention, the dimensionless governing
equations are

∂ui
=0
∂xi

(31)

∂ui ∂u j ui
1 ∂2 u i
∂p
+
=
−
, i = 1..3
∂t
∂x j
Re ∂x j∂x j ∂x i

(32)

∂T ∂Tu j
1
∂ 2T
+
=
∂t
∂x j
Re ⋅ Pr ∂x j∂x j

(33)

where the Reynolds number and Prandtl number are defined by

Re =

U R LR
ν(TR )

Pr =

ν ν ρ Cp
.
=
α
k

In this formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations, the temperature is assumed to
be a passive scalar, and the fluid properties are constant. The LES governing equations
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are obtained by filtering the Navier-Stokes equations with a filter operator. In the LES
approach only the filtered variables are solved directly while the subgrid part is modeled
with a physical model. Given a filter operator G, the filtering operation of a variable f(x)
is noted by an overbar and defined by
f(x)=

∫

f ( x' )G( x, x ′;∆ )dx ′

(34)

where ∆ is the characteristics length of the operator G. Because the present solver uses
finite difference methods it is recommended to apply the top-hat filter, defined in
physical space by
1/ ∆ if x ≤ ∆ / 2
G( x ) = 
 0
otherwise

(35)

Consequently applying the top hat filter to the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations and the energy conservation equation (Eq. (1,2,3)) leads to the governing
equations of the present LES solver

∂ui
=0
∂xi

(36)

∂ui ∂u j ui
1 ∂2 u i
∂p ∂τ ij
+
=
−
−
, i = 1..3
∂t
∂x j
Re ∂x j∂x j ∂x i ∂x j

(37)

∂q
∂T ∂T u j
1
∂2T
+
=
− j
∂t
∂x j
Re ⋅ Pr ∂x j∂x j ∂x j

(38)

The subgrid-scale (SGS) stress tensor, τij, and the subgrid-scale heat flux term, qj, are the
unresolved terms that contain the contribution of the small scales and need to be
modeled. Given the filtering operation, these terms are mathematically defined by
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τ ij = ui u j − ui u j

(39)

q j = Tu j − T u j

(40)

In the present study, the RANS solver uses the same governing equations as the
LES version. A first major difference is that the filtered variables are actually Reynolds
averaged. A second major difference lies in the expression of the model closure terms τij
and qj. To avoid confusion we refer to these terms as closure terms for RANS and subgrid scale (SGS) terms for LES.
2.2.3 Sub-grid scale and RANS closure terms
There exist several classes of SGS or closure models in the CFD literature.
Among those most widely used is the family of gradient-based models: the eddyviscosity model and eddy-diffusivity model. Spalart-Allmaras and Smagorinsky models
both calculate the eddy-viscosity, νt.

For LES the dynamic eddy-viscosity model

removes the need for an empirical a priori determination of the model parameter of the
Smagorinsky model by dynamically calculating the model parameter as a function of
time and spatial location. By analogy, eddy-diffusivity models are also used to model the
SGS or closure term qj.
Eddy-viscosity model
The eddy-viscosity modeling approach consists of expressing the subgrid-scale
stresses, τij, as a function of the resolved strain rate tensor S ij and a subgrid-scale eddyviscosity, ν tsgs

τ ij −

δ ij
τ kk = −2ν tsgs S ij .
3
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(41)

In this equation δij is the Kroenecker symbol and the strain rate tensor is defined by
1  ∂u ∂u 
S ij =  i + j 
2  ∂x j ∂x i 
One of the most commonly used eddy-viscosity subgrid-scale model is the Smagorinsky
model [44], which can be expressed as
ν tsgs = Cev ∆ 2 (2 S ij S ij )1/ 2 = Cev ∆ 2 S

(42)

In this model, the eddy-viscosity is the product of a model coefficient, Cev, a length scale
(the filter width ∆ ) and a velocity difference at that scale ( ∆ S ). The value of the
coefficient Cev depends on the position of the cutoff filter width in the spectral domain.
Cev has been reported for a variety of tests to be in the range 0.01 to 0.1 [45], with 0.032
being quoted for isotropic turbulence [46].

In the presence of shear and near wall

boundaries the value of this coefficient needs to be lowered, hence complicating the a
priori choice of the constant. Van Driest damping functions are widely used near a wall
boundary. Eddy-viscosity models usually represent accurately the global dissipation at
the small scales, but they do not calculate the local stresses well. Several other physical
drawbacks have been associated with this type of model: the eddy viscosity does not
vanish for laminar flows, backscatter of energy is not realizable because the eddy
viscosity is always positive, and as a consequence too much diffusion is usually
introduced into the flow [45].
For the RANS Spalart-Allmaras model, the eddy-viscosity is calculated based on
a modified eddy-viscosity for which a transport equation is solved. Details about the
Spalart-Allmaras model can be found in [47] and in Appendix A3.
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Eddy-diffusivity model
Similarly, an eddy-diffusivity model calculates the subgrid-scale heat flux using a
subgrid-scale eddy-diffusivity coefficient and the resolved temperature gradient [48]

q j = −α tsgs

∂T
.
∂x j

(43)

In this equation the subgrid-scale eddy-diffusivity, α tsgs , is calculated using an expression
similar to the one for the subgrid-scale eddy-viscosity, with a different coefficient Cθ

α tsgs = Cθ ∆ 2 (2Sij Sij )1/ 2 = Cθ ∆ 2 S

(44)

Published results from a priori tests indicate that the value of the ratio Cev/Cθ is in the
range 0.4 to 0.6, with 0.5 being the optimal value for a mean scalar gradient in the wall
normal direction [48].
For the RANS calculations the eddy-diffusivity is directly related to the eddyviscosity via a turbulent Prandtl number, Prt, defined by

Prt =

νt
αt

(45)

Based on previous studies of heat transfer in wall bounded turbulent flows and
recommendations by Kay and Crawford [49] the turbulent Prandtl number was kept
constant and equal to 0.85.
Dynamic procedures for LES
As mentioned earlier, the determination of the model coefficients for gradientbased SGS models in LES is somehow empirical. Germano, Piomelli, Moin and Cabot
[50] developed a procedure that dynamically calculates the SGS coefficients Cev and Cθ
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based on the energy content of the smallest resolved scales, thus removing the a priori
aspect of prescribing their value.
Rewriting the definition of the resolved stresses as a function of the total stresses
and the subgrid-scales stresses, τij, one obtains

ui u j = ui u j − τ ij

(46)

Defining a test filter, noted by the ^ symbol, of width ∆ˆ larger than the LES grid filter,
and applying it to the previous equation yields the Germano identity
}^
}^
ˆ
ˆ
ui u j − ui u j = u i u j − uˆ i uˆ j − τˆ ij
14243 14243
= L ij

(47)

=Tij

where the tensor Lij, sometimes referred to as Leonard stresses [51], represents the part of
the turbulent stresses that is resolved, Tij represents the subtest stresses (at the test filter
level). For the case of an eddy-viscosity model, the subgrid-scale and subtest stresses are
respectively calculated with

τ ij = −2Cev ∆2 S Sij

(48)

Tij = −2Cev ∆ˆ 2 | Sˆ | Sˆ ij .

(49)

Replacing these terms into Germano’s identity yields a system of five independent
equations (because the tensors are symmetric) and one unknown coefficient Cev
C ev M ij = Lij ,

(50)

^8
67
2 ˆ ˆ
2
ˆ
where the tensor M ij is defined by, M ij = −∆ | S | Sij + ∆ | S | Sij . Using Lilly’s method

[52], the coefficient Cev is obtained from Eq. (50) by solving a least-square problem
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which leads to

C ev = −

1 Lij M ij
.
2 Lij Lij

(51)

In this equation, the coefficients are averaged (noted <·>) to remove the very sharp
fluctuations that may lead to numerical instabilities. For simple flow geometries with one
or two directions that are statistically homogeneous, the average is performed over these
homogenous directions. However for more complex flows, Meneveau et al. [53] suggest
that it is preferable to perform the average over a flow pathline. This Lagrangian average
is the averaging procedure used in the present code.
With this procedure the eddy-viscosity tends to zero near the wall without
resorting to a damping function. In addition, the coefficient Cev and consequently the
eddy-viscosity, can take negative values. Thus this model can capture regions of the flow
containing backscatter of energy.
By analogy, the eddy-diffusivity model coefficient, Cθ, is calculated based on a
similar formulation [48]

Cθ = −

Fj N j
NjNj

}^
F j = T u j − Tˆ uˆ j
^
6
47
4
8
ˆ
∂
T
∂T
N j = ∆ˆ 2 | Sˆ |
− ∆2 | S |
∂x j
∂x j

(52)

(53)

(54)

The coefficient Cθ is averaged using the Lagrangian treatment and is limited to positive
values.
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In general terms, the dynamic SGS models are able to account for important
physical phenomena without the need to prescribe model constants.

However this

refinement of the SGS models leads to an increase of the computational cost.
2.2.4 Discretization and numerical methods
When using numerical methods to solve a set of equations one needs to verify that
the discretized equations are consistent with the original set. In addition, it appears
critical from a physical point of view that the discretized equations preserve certain key
properties of the original equations, such as Galilean invariance, geometrical invariance
(rotation, reflection) [46], mass, momentum, kinetic energy and pressure conservation
[54].
LES3D-MP is an incompressible large-eddy simulation solver that is 2 nd order
accurate in space and 3rd order accurate in time. Variables are discretized on a staggered
grid, as pictured in Figure 7. Velocity components are calculated at the face centers of
the control volume while pressure and temperature are calculated at the center of the
control volume. When using central differencing, the staggered grid arrangement has the
advantage of preserving the conservation properties (i.e. momentum, kinetic energy,
pressure-gradient conservation) of the momentum equation in their discretized form.
In the momentum equations, the viscous terms and the LES viscous cross
derivative terms are discretized using second-order central differencing. The convective
terms are discretized with a second-order conservative central difference scheme [55].
Optionally, the convective terms can also be calculated with the quadratic upstream
interpolation for convection kinetics (QUICK) scheme of Leonard [56].

Similar

discretization methods are used for the energy transport equation. The major difference
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Discretization on a staggered grid with wall ghost cells

is that the temperature (stored at the cell center) needs to be interpolated to the centers of
the faces of the control volume in order to calculate the convective terms. A linear
interpolation or a QUICK scheme can be used for this matter. In the present work, the
QUICK scheme of Leonard [56] was selected.
The treatment of the boundary conditions involves one or two ghost points
depending on the convective scheme.

However for solid wall boundaries a one-

dimensional approximation is used, thus reducing to a unique ghost cell, as pictured in
Figure 7-a. The values in the ghost cells are set to impose the correct streamwise and
spanwise velocities, u and w, and temperature, T, at the wall by linear interpolation with
the first fluid cell.
The discretized terms of the governing equations are advanced in time with a
three-step low-storage third-order Runge-Kutta scheme [57]. However, in order to relax
the time step limitation imposed by the stability constraints of this explicit scheme, the
wall normal diffusion terms (in the momentum and energy equations) and the wall
normal convection term in the energy equation are advanced implicitly using the CrankNicholson scheme.
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2.2.5 Grid requirements for wall resolved LES
When dealing with wall bounded flows one is challenged, both experimentally
and numerically, by the steep gradients of velocity and temperature at the wall. In
particular, large eddy simulations necessitate an appropriate grid to resolve accurately the
inner layer of a boundary layer. Chapman first derived the grid requirements for LES of
wall-bounded flows [58].

In the outer region of a turbulent boundary layer, the

characteristic length is the boundary layer thickness, δ. To resolve a volume δ3 of this
region of the flow, Chapman estimated that 2500 points are required.

Thus for a

developing boundary layer, for which δ/x grows as a function of Re0.2, resolving a volume
Lx x δ x Lz will require a number of points that varies like 2500 Re0.4. In the particular
case of a channel flow, the outer layer resolution does not depend on the Reynolds
number since δ is fixed.
For both internal and external boundary layer flows, resolving the inner layer is a
much more computationally demanding process. In this region the most important eddies
are the streamwise vortices which are characterized by a constant size in wall units.
Quantities are normalized in wall units using the kinematic viscosity, ν, and the friction
velocity, uτ, defined by:
uτ = τ w ρ =

µ ∂u
ρ ∂y

(55)
w

where τw is the wall shear stress and ρ is the density of the fluid. Piomelli reports that to
resolve the inner layer, the streamwise and spanwise grid spacing in wall units should be
∆x+ ≈ 100 and ∆z+ ≈ 20 (with x i+ = x i uτ ν ) [51]. Additionally, to resolve the large
gradients present in the viscous sublayer the first grid point away from the wall must
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satisfy ∆y+ < 1. Consequently, assuming that the skin friction coefficient scales as Re-0.2,
it is found that the number of points required to resolve the viscous sublayer is
proportional to Re1.8 ([58], [51]).
When designing a grid for wall-resolved LES, the friction velocity can only be
estimated a priori from simple scaling laws. Consequently, it is essential to verify the
grid resolution a posteriori during the post-processing of the data. A grid sensitivity
study is also recommended by analyzing the first moment statistics (mean quantities) in
the flow to ensure a good grid resolution.
For the present flow configuration, the film injected through the slot is a turbulent
channel flow and the mainstream flow is a turbulent boundary layer.

Experiments

indicate that the coolant flow is a fully developed turbulent channel flow, and also
provide a measure of the boundary layer thickness for the mainstream. Based on fully
developed turbulent channel flow theory, the velocity profile is approximated by the 1/7th
power law [49]

u+ = 8.6 (y + )

1/ 7

⇔ u uτ = 8.6 (y uτ ν ) .
1/ 7

(56)

Integrating this profile from the wall to the half-slot height, s/2, yields the classical
relation Ucm/Uc = 8/7, where Ucm is the centerline maximum velocity and Uc the bulk
velocity. The derivation of this integral also yields:
2
U c uτ =
s

∫

s/ 2
0

1/7

8  su 
8.6 ( y uτ ν ) dy = 8.6  τ 
7 2 ν 
1/ 7

Then solving for the friction velocity as a function of the bulk velocity, one obtains
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(57)

1/ 8

 8 Uc 7 / 8  ν 1/ 8
 8 7 / 8  2 
uτ = 
 
 = Uc 
 

 7 8.6   s /2 
 60.2   Re s 

(58)

From this expression the friction velocity depends only on the slot Reynolds number (Res
= Uc s / ν) and the bulk slot velocity. Since these parameters are obtained from measured
quantities, this relation provides an easy estimate of the friction velocity used for the
construction of the initial grid.
2.2.6 Inflow conditions
Ideally the flow field provided at the inlet plane should contain the temporal and
spatial information of the turbulent flow structures and their contribution to the resolved
scales in the simulation. For an inflow plane with normal in the x-direction this implies
that the velocity vector is a function of y, z and time. Furthermore, the first and second
order statistics of the velocity, the spectra and the phase information need to be specified.
The later requirement is difficult to match with synthetic turbulence because the
coherence of eddies, shape and structure interaction, depend on the type of flow. If the
phase information is not provided correctly, the flow may undergo an adjustment, even
relaminarization [60]. This is often experienced when using synthetic turbulence because
it makes use of random distributions to construct turbulence with prescribed statistics.
A different category of inflow methods makes use of recycling information at the
outflow to be injected back into the inflow plane. The simplest of these methods is the
periodic boundary conditions, which prescribes the inflow to be equal to the outflow, and
can only be used to study fully developed regions of simple flows (channel, pipe). A
more elaborate method proposed by Spalart and Wattmuff [61] uses a “fringe” region at
the end of the computational domain. In this region, a source term is added to the
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governing equations to decrease the boundary layer thickness, thus allowing periodic
boundary conditions to be used for more complex flows. Another technique for boundary
layers was proposed by Lund et al. [62] and makes use of rescaling arguments. The
velocity at the inflow is taken several boundary-layer thicknesses downstream at the same
wall-normal distance in wall units, y+. In the near-wall region, the mean velocity is
recalled to match the law of the wall and the fluctuations to match the prescribed rootmean square (RMS). In the outer layer the rescaling is based on a law-of-the-wake.
However the rescaling argument in both the fringe and rescaling method may not always
be valid because there is no equilibrium region. More importantly these methods may
lead to unwanted periodicity in the data.
Another family of methods makes use of precursor simulations to derive the
inflow conditions. For one such method, a channel or boundary layer LES is performed
with periodic boundary conditions. Slices of the flow are saved in a database every time
step at a streamwise location where the friction coefficient and the boundary layer
thickness are matched. This database can then be read and assigned at the inflow plane
for the complex flow LES. Although this method is relatively simple and provides real
turbulent structures at the inflow, it does have an extra computational cost associated with
building the database of inflow slices. In the present study this method has been applied
to produce the LES inlet planes of the mainstream and film flows.
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2.3 Validation of the Solver
The objective of this section is to validate the RANS and LES models used in the
study.

The test case selected for the validation is that of a two-dimensional fully

developed turbulent channel flow with constant heat flux at the wall. This simple flow
geometry provides an ideal configuration for testing the performance of the models
against DNS data by Kasagi et al. [63]. Of particular interest to this validation process is
the wall resolution in terms of heat transfer coefficient and wall shear stress.
2.3.1 Fully developed turbulent channel flow background
The geometry of the problem is a two-dimensional channel with walls separated
by a distance of 2δ, as illustrated in Figure 8.

Because the solution for the fully

developed channel flow is sought, periodic boundary conditions are used in the
streamwise and spanwise directions. A constant time averaged heat flux is applied at the
walls, thus providing heating to the flow. The present test flow configuration corresponds

Figure 8. Computational domain for the fully developed turbulent channel flow simulation.
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to that of the DNS by Kasagi et al. [63]. In this work they demonstrate that this isoflux
condition is equivalent to the mean local wall temperature increasing linearly with
streamwise distance. Because of a global heat balance on the channel this also results in
the mean bulk temperature increasing linearly with streamwise distance. This condition
can be written as,

∂ Tw
∂ Tm
∂T
=
=
= const.
∂x1
∂x1
∂x1

(59)

Then, they introduce a dimensionless temperature Θ that satisfies the same
boundary conditions as the velocity and is defined by
Θ(x, y, z,t) = (〈Tw 〉 − T(x, y,z,t)) Tref = [(〈Tw 〉 − T(x, y,z,t))] [q w /(ρ C p Um )]

(60)

This new variable is introduced into the filtered Navier-Stokes equations, which are
normalized by the bulk velocity, Um, the half-channel height, δ, and the reference
temperature, Tref,

∂ui
=0
∂xi

(61)

∂ui ∂u j ui
1 ∂2 u i
∂p ∂τ ij
+
=
−
−
+ δi,1 f , i = 1..3
∂t
∂x j
Re ∂x j∂x j ∂x i ∂x j

(62)

∂Θ
∂Θ
1
∂2 Θ ∂q j u1
+ uj
=
−
+
∂t
∂x j Re ⋅ Pr ∂x j∂x j ∂x j U m

(63)

The forcing term in the streamwise momentum equation, δ1,i f, is zero when the equations
are normalizes with the bulk flow (constant mass flux in the channel). If the equations
are normalized in wall units, the flow is driven by a constant pressure drop and the
forcing term is f = 1. Because of the normalization of the temperature, the energy
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transport equation displays a source term (last term on the right-hand side). This term
arises from the convective term u1

∂ Tw Tref
, which is simplified using an enthalpy
∂x1

balance in the channel and the definition of the reference temperature.
At the walls, no-slip boundary conditions are applied for the velocity components
and Θw = 0 is applied for the dimensionless temperature. The domain size is represented
in Figure 8 and the number of grid points is reported in Table 5. The grid is uniform in
all directions except for the wall-normal direction where a stretching is applied to capture
the viscous sublayer. Because of the normalization by the bulk quantities, the input
Reynolds number is Reδ and Reτ is a result of the simulation (i.e. measure of the wallshear stress). The DNS of Kasagi was obtained in wall units, thus Reτ was prescribed and
consequently Reδ calculated. Both RANS and LES provide excellent predictions of the
wall shear stress since Ret compares very well with DNS data.

Table 5. Computational grid and Reynolds numbers, (*) simulation input.

Reτ
Current RANS

149.5

Current LES

150.2

DNS [63]

150 (*)

Reδ

Grid (x, y, z)

2290 (*)

2• x 2 x •, domain
48 x 65 x 64 points

2290

5• x 2 x 2•, domain
128 x 96 x 128 points

2.3.2 Computation Details and Post-Processing
The computational domain is initialized with uniform streamwise velocity and
temperature with 40% random noise.

The simulation is then started and the flow
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develops to a fully developed turbulent channel flow. This regime is reached when the
turbulent kinetic energy in the domain reaches a steady state. The recorded data are postprocessed to produce the one-dimensional statistical data ensemble averaged over time
and the homogeneous direction of the flow (i.e. x and z).
The statistical variables are expressed in wall units in order to compare the results
with wall turbulence scaling laws, experimental data and DNS data.

Variables are

normalized by the kinematic viscosity, ν, the friction velocity, uτ, and the friction
temperature, Tτ. The later parameters are defined by:
uτ = τ w ρ = ν ∂u ∂y w
Tτ =

qw
ρ C puτ

(64)

(65)

Where the wall heat flux, qw, is defined by qw = −k (∂T ∂y )w
2.3.3 Validation Results
The Nusselt number for the channel flow is defined by,

Nu =

2δ h
2δ q w
,
=
k
k (Tw − Tm )

(66)

where Tm is the bulk mean temperature of the flow. Using the normalized variables in
simulation units, the Nusselt number is simply defined by,

Nu =

2Reδ Pr
,
Θm

where Θm is the normalized bulk temperature, (Tw-Tm )/Tref.

(67)

The Nusselt number

calculated from the present simulations was 14.9 and 15.6 for the LES and the RANS.
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Both values compare very well with the value of 15.4 obtained from the DNS calculation
of Kasagi et al [63].
Mean statistics
Figure 9-a shows the current RANS and LES results for the mean velocity profile
compared to the DNS data of Kim et al. [64].

The velocity is normalized by the

centerline velocity, and the wall-normal distance is normalized by the half-channel
height. Both RANS and LES results show good agreement with the DNS data. The
dimensionless temperature, Θ, is normalized by the centerline value as pictured in Figure
9-b. RANS and LES results display excellent agreement with the DNS data of Kasagi et
al. [63] and the experimental data of Kader [65].
In Figure 10, the mean velocity and temperature results, expressed in wall units,
are compared to published DNS and experimental data and the law of the wall. The
velocity profiles for the current results are presented in Figure 10-a. The comparison

a)

b)

Figure 9. Mean profile: a) streamwise velocity, and b) temperature, normalized by the maximum
centerline value.
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a)

b)

Figure 10. Mean profiles in wall units: a) streamwise velocity profile, and b) mean temperature
profile, compared to DNS of Kasagi [63], experimental data of Kader [65], and law of the wall.

with the available DNS data is excellent. In the current simulations, the first grid point
was located at approximately 0.1 wall units from the wall (i.e. y+ • 0.1), thus providing a
very good resolution of the viscous sublayer (U+ = y+ ). Present results also compare very
well with the law of the wall (logarithmic region). Between the viscous sub-layer and the
logarithmic layer, results indicate that the buffer layer extends from y+ = 5 to about 25, in
accordance with the DNS data.
The temperature profiles in wall units presented in Figure 10-b, also show good
agreement with the DNS data of Kasagi et al. [63] and the experimental data of Kader
[65]. The viscous sublayer is well captured. Some scatter is evidenced in the logarithmic
region, because the log law for temperature is not as universal as the one for the velocity
[49]. Nonetheless, the present RANS and LES results are within less than 3% of the
DNS data and therefore display a good performance.
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Higher order statistics
The profile of dimensionless RMS temperature in wall units, Θ•rms, is compared to
the DNS data in Figure 11-a. The results show excellent agreement in the viscous
sublayer. The location of peak RMS at y+ • 20 matches the DNS data, but the LES
overpredicts by nearly 4% the RMS value at the peak. In the logarithmic layer range, the
RMS is well predicted but then tends to be overpredicted at the center of the channel (y+
= 150). Overall the agreement between current LES results and the DNS data is good.
The streamwise and wall-normal turbulent heat fluxes are presented in Figure 11b and expressed in wall units. The streamwise turbulent flux, u ′+ Θ′+ , is always positive
and peaks at the location of maximum temperature RMS. The LES results compare very
well in the viscous sublayer but then tend to overpredict the streamwise turbulent heat
flux by nearly 7%.

The wall-normal turbulent heat flux term, v ′+Θ ′+ , is negative

a)

b)

Figure 11. Temperature statistics in wall units; a) RMS of the dimensionless
temperature, and b) streamwise and wall-normal turbulent heat fluxes.
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everywhere except at the wall and at center of the channel where it vanishes. This is in
accordance with turbulent channel theory. For this term, the LES results agree nearly
perfectly with the DNS data.
2.2.4 Summary of the validation test
The validation test showed that both RANS and LES predict accurately the nearwall quantities: the wall shear stress (i.e. Reτ) and the Nusselt number are well predicted.
Mean quantities such as the streamwise velocity and the temperature profiles are in
excellent agreement with DNS and experimental data. The simulation results also match
the scaling in the viscous sublayer and logarithmic region.
Since the Spalart-Allmaras model used in the RANS simulations does not provide
information on the first and higher order statistics, RMS quantities are only available in
the LES results. The temperature RMS and turbulent heat fluxes in the streamwise and
wall-normal directions display good agreement with the DNS data.
Consequently, the RANS and LES models implemented in the code can be used
with confidence to tackle the slot film-cooling problem.
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Chapter 3: Film Cooling Flow Analysis
The objective of this chapter is to analyze the main mechanisms that govern the
mixing of the coolant film based on experimental data obtained in the hot wind tunnel
facility.

First we present an overview of the physical phenomena that have been

identified to contribute to the film mixing and the loss of film cooling effectiveness in
previous studies. From this overview we emphasize the fact that determining the film
cooling effectiveness is a pure mixing problem. For the non-adiabatic wall cases, the
heat transfer problem is influenced by the mixing and the near-wall transport. Both of
these aspects are explored using detailed flow and surface measurements.

3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Overview of the physics
The basic characteristics of the film cooling flow are pictured in Figure 12. The
coolant flow is injected through a two-dimensional slot of height, s = 4 mm, and flow
downstream creating a layer that thermally protects the wall. In addition to the velocity
difference between the coolant and mainstream a region of strong shear is created behind
the louver lip of thickness t = 0.76 mm. The flow in this region is complex since it
displays characteristics common to a wake flow and a mixing layer. We can define the
Reynolds number, Ret, based on the louver thickness and the characteristic velocity
(U•+Uc)/2. For all the cases considered in this study, Ret reaches low values in the range
760 to 1000. Consequently Kármán vortex instabilities are expected behind the louver in
the wake region [32]. In the mixing layer region, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities are
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Figure 12. Schematic of the film cooling flow physics

generally created when the velocity ratio is not equal to unity [32].

These main

mechanisms drive the initial mixing of the film, which is also influenced by the
turbulence levels in the coolant and the mainstream [69]. From the interaction of the
flow with the wall and between the two streams, pockets of high temperature fluid are
transported towards the wall. In the case of a perfectly insulated wall the resulting
adiabatic temperature, Taw, distribution along the wall indicates the level of thermal
mixing and thus the performance of the film. When normalized by the inlet temperatures,
the adiabatic wall temperature becomes the adiabatic film cooling effectiveness, ηaw,
defined by [11]

ηaw = (T∞ − Taw ) (T∞ − Tc ).

(68)

This parameter represents the effects of the thermal mixing at the wall in terms of inlet
temperature conditions. Its takes values of zero in the mainstream and unity near the slot
exit.
In the case of a non-adiabatic wall (i.e. heat transfer through the wall), the
resulting wall temperature is smaller than the adiabatic wall temperature as indicated in
Figure 12. In this case, Goldstein [11] demonstrated that the convective heat flux (per
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unit area), qc, should be evaluated by using Taw as the reference temperature in Newton’s
law of cooling,

qc = h (Taw − Tw ) = h (T∞ −ηaw (T∞ − Tc ) − Tw ) .

(69)

Rewriting this expression in terms of ηaw gives significant insight into the meaning of the
adiabatic effectiveness. If ηaw is equal to zero (i.e. when the film is destroyed) the
convective heat flux at the wall is governed by the mainstream temperature, T• , similar to
the classic isothermal boundary layer configuration. If ηaw equals unity (i.e. when the
film is unaltered) q c is governed by the coolant temperature, Tc. Therefore ηaw represents
the effective mixing of the film near the wall. The convective heat transfer coefficient h
quantifies the degree of augmentation of transport from the flow to the wall. Both
parameters strongly depend on the flow characteristics of transport and mixing.
Furthermore ηaw and h are equally important in evaluating the convective heat flux to
solve the heat transfer problem in a real combustor or thrust chamber. Consequently
these quantities need to be accurately calculated for engineering design and development.
Inlet conditions must be accurately characterized to serve the analysis of the
measurements of ηaw and h. Mean measurements of the velocity and temperature are
useful, however turbulence statistics (RMS) of these quantities at the inlet also constitute
valuable information.

Several investigations have studied the effect of freestream

turbulence on the film cooling effectiveness demonstrating the importance of this
parameter. When the film is injected through inclined discrete holes, high freestream
turbulence has been shown to reduce the effectiveness at low blowing ratios because
increased mixing of the film causes high temperatures near the wall ([67], [68]). But at
high blowing ratios, high turbulence intensity actually increases the film effectiveness
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because it reduces the jet lifting and results in better film spread and better wall coverage
[67]. Previous experimental studies ([7], [69]) have also shown that when the film is
injected through a tangential slot, high freestream turbulence invariably leads to a
reduction in film cooling effectiveness for high and low blowing ratios. Finally Simon
[8] showed that for the slot film-cooling configuration, both the freestream and coolant
wall-normal RMS levels are important to the film effectiveness.

Furthermore, the

freestream turbulence is shown to have a reduced effect at high blowing ratios. Even
though the objective of the present study is not to investigate the effects of inlet
turbulence per se, we acknowledge the importance of this parameter and aim to provide
detailed inlet turbulence data because they are critical for the understanding of the flow
and for performing advanced numerical simulations such as LES.

3.1.2 Experimental conditions
The experimental operating conditions are summarized in Table 6. Experimental
cases are categorized by the velocity VR, defined by Uc/U•, rather than by the blowing
ratio, m, because all the cases have the same density ratio or temperature ratio (TR • 1.5).
Decoupling the effects of the density ratio allows for focus on the kinematic mixing
mechanisms of these flows. Three situations are investigated: a wall-wake case (VR0.5),
a boundary layer case (VR1.0) and a wall-jet case (VR2.0). For each situation, adiabatic
and backside cooled wall experiments are conducted.
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Table 6. Experimental operating conditions
Tests →

VR0.5a

VR0.5

VR1.0a

VR1.0

VR2.0a

VR2.0

Wall →

Adiabatic

Backside
cooled

Adiabatic

Backside
cooled

Adiabatic

Backside
cooled

Uc (m/s)

10.82

10.82

19.13

19.13

21.20

21.20

U• (m/s)

24.86

24.86

22.10

22.10

11.10

11.10

VR = Uc /U•

0.44

0.44

0.87

0.87

1.93

1.93

Tc (K)

304.78

306.11

298.88

304.43

296.33

301.54

T• (K)

462.02

454.94

454.33

446.33

462.92

437.89

TR = T• /Tc

1.52

1.49

1.52

1.47

1.56

1.45

Res

2652

2631

4857

4698

5466

5297

m = VR TR

0.66

0.65

1.32

1.27

3.01

2.80

3.2 Comparison of Cases
In this section we compare the performance of the experimental cases in terms of
film cooling effectiveness, wall temperature, and wall heat flux.
3.2.1 Pure mixing, the film cooling effectiveness
Previous film cooling studies have emphasized that a successful characterization
of the film mixing is intimately related to well defined inlet conditions. Consequently
mean inlet velocity and temperature profiles are presented in Figure 13. The velocity
profiles pictured in Figure 13-a were obtained from PIV measurements during the
experiments using the settings described in Chapter 2. Temperature profiles displayed in
Figure 13-b were measured with the micro-thermocouple probe. Both velocity and
temperature data are normalized by the hot mainstream conditions.
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a)

b)

Figure 13. Experimental inlet conditions for the adiabatic cases; a) Mean velocity profiles
normalized by the mainstream velocity U•, b) Mean temperature profiles normalized by the
mainstream temperature T•. Mainstream velocity and temperatures are reported in Table 6 for the
three adiabatic cases presented.

The profiles for the wall-jet (VR2.0), minimum shear case – boundary layer case
– (VR1.0) and the wall-wake flow (VR0.5) are all normalized by their respective
mainstream streamwise velocity and temperature reported in the test matrix of Table 6.
The three cases selected in this work display different characteristics. The wall-jet case
(VR2.0a) displays a strong negative velocity gradient from the coolant to the mainstream,
further emphasized by the wake resulting from the louver lip or splitter plate. Opposite to
this case is the wall wake case (VR0.5a) with a strong positive velocity gradient from the
coolant to the mainstream. Finally, the baseline boundary layer case (VR1.0a) completes
the test matrix with a minimum shear between the coolant and the mainstream.
The normalized mean temperature profiles display similar shapes for all the cases
presented in Figure 13-b. Within the slot, y/s • 1, the temperature of the coolant is
uniform with a zero-gradient condition at the wall illustrating the effective thermal
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insulation and adiabatic wall condition. The temperature ratio T•/Tc was kept constant
for all the cases considered in this study.

Consequently, all of the normalized

temperature profiles take approximately the same values around 0.65 near the wall.
Steep temperature gradients are observed behind the louver lip and the temperature then
reaches the hot mainstream conditions within a short wall-normal distance.

Small

differences are noticeable in the boundary layer region of the mainstream (i.e. y/s • 1.19)
due to different pre-cooling conditions through the louver created by the different coolant
flow conditions. This is particularly noticeable for cases VR1.0 and VR0.5, which have
similar mainstream conditions but VR0.5 has a lower coolant flow rate thus providing
less pre-cooling of the mainstream thermal boundary layer.
Measured adiabatic wall temperature distributions along the wall are presented in
Figure 14-a for the wall-jet, boundary layer and wall-wake flow. Due to data recording
issues, the temperature measurements for the wall-wake case (VR0.5) cannot be
presented. However, measurements at nearly identical conditions were previously taken
in the same facility and published [12] (case 2). The conditions for this case (m = 0.76,
VR = 0.46, and Res = 1790) match very well the present conditions in Table 6, despite a
smaller Reynolds number. Near the slot exit, the adiabatic wall temperatures in Figure
14-a are different because the slot coolant temperature varies from one case to the other.
This variation cannot be avoided because it results from differences in ambient conditions
and more importantly because of different flow pre-heating conditions through the
louver. Nevertheless one can easily notice that the boundary layer case (1.0AD) presents
the least increase in temperature along the wall. The wall-wake flow (0.5AD) has the
largest slope and temperature increase indicating that film is being vigorously destroyed.
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a)

b)

Figure 14. Adiabatic wall temperature distribution; a) absolute adiabatic wall temperature, Taw,
in Kelvin, b) dimensionless form the film cooling effectiveness, ηaw = (T∞ − Taw ) /(T∞ − Tc ) .

Interestingly for the wall jet case (2.0AD) Taw increases strongly and almost linearly after
10 slot heights downstream of the injection.
The measured adiabatic film cooling effectiveness, ηaw, and predictions from
correlations of Simon [8] and Lefebvre [1] are compared in Figure 14-b.

This

comparison reveals that the Simon model provides a reasonable estimate of ηaw for the
wall jet case (VR2.0) with a slight under-estimate of less than 5%. For the boundary
layer case (VR1.0), Lefebvre’s correlation does not capture the general trend and only
provides a rough estimate of ηaw with errors as large as 10%. Lefebvre’s correlation
performs even worse for the wall-wake case (VR0.5), where the effectiveness is strongly
under-predicted by nearly 20%. Measurements show that the difference in effectiveness
over a wide range of velocity ratios does not exceed 25% and most importantly that
VR1.0 provides the best film effectiveness along the entire wall, a trend not evidenced
from the correlations. The hypothesis that this is due to smaller initial shear resulting in
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less mixing will be investigated through an analysis of the flow statistics. Measurements
also reveal that the wall wake case (VR0.5) performs quite well except in the far field
where the adiabatic wall temperature has reached high values, and thus the effectiveness
is low.
The comparison illustrates that in general the correlations perform poorly except
the Simon model for the wall jet. This is significant because even a 5% error in the
effectiveness can lead to large errors in the heat flux calculation, which also requires an
estimate of the convective heat transfer coefficient. To analyze the wall heat fluxes, we
consider the non-adiabatic experiments with backside cooling, a configuration
characteristic of both liquid fuel rockets and gas turbine combustors.
3.2.2 Effect of backside cooling
In this section we present experimental measurements for the non-adiabatic wall
versions of cases VR0.5, VR1.0 and VR2.0. Table 6 shows that the inlet and operating
conditions are nearly identical to the corresponding conditions for the adiabatic wall.
This was necessary to ensure that the heat transfer measurements can be related to the
adiabatic film cooling effectiveness.
Figure 15 shows the streamwise distribution of the wall temperatures normalized
by the inlet temperatures for all the non-adiabatic cases. This temperature normalization
facilitates a direct comparison between the cases since 0 corresponds to the film coolant
temperature and 1 to the hot mainstream†. The wall temperature, Tw , the backside wall
temperature, Twb, and the film coolant temperature, Tc, are plotted in Figure 15. The

†

This normalization is equivalent 1-η, where η is the effectiveness.
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backside temperature is nearly constant and the same for all the cases, a feature obtained
by having the same backside coolant mass flow through the cooling channel. The wall
temperature of VR1.0 increases less than the other cases, thus illustrating that the film
also performs best for this flow under cooled wall conditions. Cases VR0.5 and 2.0
display a lower and similar performance in that respect. Since experiments were carried
out with the same wall, the difference (Tw - Twb) is proportional to the conductive heat
flux through the wall and also to the level of thermal stresses the wall sees. From this
perspective, VR1.0 also performs best in reducing the thermal stresses.

Near the

injection region, one notices that the wall temperature remains lower than the film
coolant injection temperature for a short distance. This effect is due to the backside
cooling of the film layer close to wall and is more pronounced for the wall-wake flow
(VR0.5) where the coolant flow rate is lower than in the other cases.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 15. Wall surface temperatures normalized by (T-Tc)/(T•-Tc ), illustrating the effect of
backside cooling; a) Wall wake flow VR0.5 , b) Boundary layer case VR1.0, and c) Wall-jet case
VR2.0
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The plots also include Taw*, the corrected adiabatic wall temperature that accounts
for the small differences in inlet temperature between the adiabatic and non-adiabatic
experiments using
*
Taw
= T∞ − η aw (T∞ − Tc ) ,

(70)

where Tc and T• are taken from the non-adiabatic experiments and ηaw is determined
from the corresponding adiabatic experiments. For all the cases, Tw is less than Taw*
illustrating the effectiveness of backside cooling in wall temperature reduction. In the far
field, Taw* is highest in the wall-wake and lowest in the boundary layer case. The profiles
of Taw* display similar increasing trends as the wall temperature profiles, but tend to
deviate further downstream.

The wall temperature for the wall-wake case increases

sharply at x/s = 18.7. The difference (Taw*- Tw) is an important quantity since it is related
to the convective heat flux at the wall through the relation qc = h (Taw*- Tw). The data
show that the difference (Taw*- Tw) is the largest in the wall-wake flow and smallest in the
wall-jet case. This illustrates the difference in near wall convective heat transfer of these
flows.
The three heat transfer modes (i.e. radiation, conduction and convection)
computed from experimental data are presented in Figure 16. The reader is reminded that
the conduction heat flux (qk) is obtained from direct measurements using Eq. (22), the
radiation (qr) is estimated from measured surface temperatures, the convective heat flux
(qc) is determined from an energy balance.
qc = qk − qr
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(71)

See Eqs. (22)-(24) and Figure 5 in Chapter 2. Figure 16 shows that in all cases, the
radiation heat flux is small compared to the other terms and that it decreases with
streamwise distance as the wall temperature increases to approach the casing temperature.
While radiation is small it cannot be neglected and is especially near the injection
location.
In the near-field region (0 • x/s • 10), the convection is largest for VR1.0,
followed by the wall-wake and finally the wall-jet case but the differences are relatively
small. Further downstream significantly different behaviors are noticeable. For VR1.0,
the streamwise rate of increase of the convection is small compared to the other cases,
resulting in convective heat fluxes of 1100 W/m2 by the end of the measurement region.
The wall-wake case shows a different behavior with a steep increase in the convective
heat flux at x/s = 15. The last measurement point indicates large heat flux levels of

a)

b)

c)

Figure 16. Measured heat fluxes at the film cooled wall in W/m2 ; a) VR0.5NA, b) VR=1.0NA, c)
VR=2.0NA.
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1500W/m2 at x/s = 35. The levels of heat flux are directly related to the large wall
temperatures that result from the strong mixing and film destruction.
The heat transport at the wall is generally quantified by the convective heat
transfer coefficient, h, which along with the effectiveness, is the most important
parameter of the film-cooling problem. Obtained from experimental data by the relation
*
h = qc (Taw
− Tw ) , the results for this coefficient are reported in Figure 17-a with the error

bars corresponding to the uncertainty. The convective heat transfer coefficient is not
presented for the wall-wake case because the adiabatic and non-adiabatic wall
temperatures were not obtained at the exact same conditions and Reynolds number.
Therefore only the wall jet case and boundary layer case are presented. The relative
uncertainty in h is large when the difference (Taw*-Tw) is small. Therefore the uncertainty
in h is large near the film injection point. Nevertheless the data obtained in this study are
valuable for better understanding convective heat transport in the near field - a region that
has been overlooked in previous studies. Figure 17-a indicates that the wall jet and
boundary layer cases have similar convective heat transfer coefficients, with large values
in the near field that decrease with streamwise distance. Since both cases (VR1.0 and
VR2.0) have similar film injection velocities, this illustrates the fact that h is mainly
governed by the slot flow dynamics and transport properties. In the far field, h of wall jet
case is decreasing at a higher rate, thus indicating that the heat transport is reducing due
to the expected decrease in the maximum velocity of the wall jet. Further analysis of the
flow kinematics (next section) will shed some light on the flow scaling and at what x/s do
the freestream dynamics take over the transport mechanism.
Figure 17-b shows h normalized by the mainstream conditions in the form of the
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a)

b)

Figure 17. Convective heat transport; a) convective heat transfer coefficient in W⋅m-2⋅K-1 , b)
Stanton number St = h / (ρ Cp U)• versus Rex = xU•/ν, in logarithmic scale.

Stanton number, St•, plotted against Rex, the local Reynolds number based on the
freestream conditions and the distance downstream of the slot exit. Normalizing the data
with the freestream conditions emphasizes the heat transport differences in the near field,
where the wall-jet case displays the highest Stanton number. The rate of decay of the
Stanton number is also different for these two cases.

This illustrates the inherent

differences between these flows, especially in the near-field region where the transport is
governed by the coolant flow. However, further downstream the curves tend to collapse
into a single Stanton number profile, indicating that transport becomes dominated by the
freestream. Even though the measurement domain is not long enough to explore this
trend further downstream, we remind the reader that this work is focusing on the near and
mid field (x/s • 50) because this region is critical for engineering applications and
remains poorly characterized in the literature.
In order to further understand the thermal transport in these flows, one needs to
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examine the flow velocity and temperature measurements.

3.3 Thermal and Momentum Mixing
In this section we analyze measurements of flow temperature and velocity profiles
and some aspects of the scaling relevant to the mixing behavior of the flows.
3.3.1 Temperature mixing and scaling
For each experimental case, temperature profiles were measured at various
streamwise distances from the film injection point. Sampled at 20 kHz over 15 seconds,
the raw data were post-processed and compensated for the thermal inertia of the probe
using the signal processing method described in Chapter 2. This method allows the
recovery of most of the power of the turbulent temperature fluctuations. In this section,
we aim at presenting the main differences between the experimental cases in terms of
thermal mixing.
Mean temperature profiles
First it appears necessary to understand the impact of the wall boundary condition
on the temperature profiles. Figure 18 shows the dimensionless temperature profiles, η,
for the adiabatic and non-adiabatic wall conditions of the wall jet case VR2.0. Both cases
display similar profiles with cold flow near the wall and hot flow in the mainstream. The
first profiles present large gradients that tend to be smoothed out further downstream.
Most of the differences between the adiabatic and non-adiabatic conditions are restricted
to the near-wall region. Zero-gradient conditions at the wall are observed for all the
adiabatic profiles whereas for the non-adiabatic case, the initially negligible gradient
gradually increases downstream. Of particular interest is the fact that the temperature at
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a)

b)

Figure 18. Comparison of dimensionless temperature profiles for adiabatic (a) and non-adiabatic
(b) conditions for the wall jet cases of VR=2.0. η = (T•-T)/(T•-Tc)

the wall is cooler (i.e. η closer to unity) in the non-adiabatic case. This feature, due to
backside cooling effects, has been described earlier.

However, the effects of this

boundary condition change are less pronounced further away from the wall. For instance,
at the furthest streamwise location the mainstream temperature is reached nearly at the
same wall-normal location in the adiabatic and non-adiabatic case. These observations
indicate that the flow temperature differences between the adiabatic and non-adiabatic
wall experiments are small and are restricted to the near-wall region. Consequently, we
will investigate the thermal mixing characteristics of the different flows only for the
adiabatic wall experiments.
Mean temperature scaling
Based on his early experimental data, Wieghardt [3] proposed scaling quantities
for the flow temperature and the wall-normal distance that collapse the data into a
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similarity profile once the flow reaches the self-similar regime. The temperature is scaled
based on freestream and local adiabatic wall temperatures,

θ=

T∞ − T
,
T∞ − Taw

(72)

and the wall-normal distance is normalized by the thermal thickness δT defined by

δT (x) =

∫

∞
0

T∞ − T(x, y)
dy .
T∞ − Taw

(73)

Figure 19-a shows the dimensionless temperature profiles of case VR2.0AD normalized
using Wieghardt similarity variables. Experimental data are plotted against Wieghardt
semi-empirical scaling law derived in the self-similar region of the flow [3],
13 / 6

y 
T∞ − T
θ≡
= exp−0.768    .
T∞ − Taw
δT  


(74)

Near the slot injection, at x/s of 1.2, the experimental profile deviates from the similarity
profile. However the thermal mixing rapidly acts on the flow such that at 7.5 slot heights
downstream of the injection, the experimental profile is approximated within 4% by the
scaling law. Further downstream (beyond x/s = 18.7) experimental data collapse very
well on top of Wieghardt profile, indicating that the flow has reached a state of thermal
self-similarity.
This behavior is also observed for the other cases (boundary layer and wall wake),
as pictured in Figure 19-b. Even though these flows have very different heat transport
properties and flow kinematics, the temperature profiles follow the similarity profile of
Wieghardt starting at a distance less that 20 slot heights downstream of the injection.
This finding is remarkable because it validates the assumption of temperature profile
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a)

b)

Figure 19. Dimensionless temperature profile with Wieghardt s imilarity scaling; a) Adiabatic
wall jet case VR2.0, b) All the adiabatic cases (VR0.5, VR1.0, and VR2.0) downstream of x/s =
18.7.

similarity used to derive the film cooling effectiveness correlations, as explained in
Chapter 1. However, if used from x/s of 0 to about 10, this assumption can introduces
errors in the correlation for ηaw. Very often these errors are deemed negligible since the
mixing is not very strong in this region and the effectiveness is usually close to unity.
Although the temperature profiles scale very well with the Weighardt profile, the
thermal mixing in these flows is different. For instance the thermal thickness (δT) grows
at different rates with the streamwise distance, as illustrated in Figure 20. This measure
is a characteristic length scale representing the mixing region normal to the wall.
According to Wieghardt’s profile in Figure 19, at y = δT the flow temperature has
increased from the adiabatic wall temperature by 56% of the range (T•-Taw). At 2δT away
from the wall the flow temperature has reached 97% of that same range and is nearly
equal to the freestream temperature. This helps us to understand that most of the thermal
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Figure 20. Wieghardt thermal thickness along the wall, adiabatic cases.

mixing actually occurs between the wall and 2δT. The streamwise evolution of δT is
presented in Figure 20 for the wall jet and boundary layer case. The experimental data
indicate that δT starts nearly at the same value and increases linearly in both cases. The
slope of the wall jet is larger than that of the boundary layer case, indicating that the
thermal spreading rate is much faster for the wall jet. The thermal mixing for the wall jet
case is occurring within a significantly larger region (large scale mixing), which partially
explains why the film cooling effectiveness is better in the boundary layer case. So far,
we have seen that the thermal mixing is characterized by a length scale. However, it is
also characterized by a temperature scale that indicates the level of turbulent mixing.
Therefore, we will also examine the temperature RMS data for both of these cases to
further characterize the thermal.
Flow temperature statistics
The profiles of flow temperature RMS shown in Figure 21 are normalized using
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Wieghardt scaling, i.e. Trms is normalized by the difference between the local adiabatic
wall temperature and the freestream temperature. Unlike the mean temperature profiles,
it is apparent that the RMS of the temperature does not scale to a single similarity profile.
For both the boundary layer and wall jet cases, the RMS starts with low values at the
injection (low mixing) then increases further downstream. The normalization of the wallnormal distance by the thermal thickness, δT, shows that the peak RMS is initially located
at y = δT, for both cases. Using the wall distance normalized by δT also provides an easy
access to the local mean temperature when analyzing the RMS profiles.

Indeed,

according to Wieghardt scaling, the mean temperature reaches 56% and 97% of (T•-Taw),
at δT and 2δT respectively. For the boundary layer flow, the peak RMS remains at y = δT
further downstream, whereas for the wall jet case the location of peak RMS shifts away
from the wall (y = 1.3δT) toward the high temperature freestream. The peak temperature
RMS is larger for VR1.0 than for VR2.0. This fact may seem surprising since we have
seen that VR1.0 produces less mixing at the wall and a better effectiveness. However,
temperature RMS profiles in the near-wall region confirm this trend as the RMS levels at
the wall are lower for VR1.0. In fact the thermal mixing for the wall jet is not only
spreading to the outer layer but also to the inner layer close to the wall, as evidenced by
the nearly flat profile at the furthest streamwise location. A very different behavior is
witnessed for the boundary layer case, where the region of strong mixing does not
interact as strongly with the near-wall region.
In conclusion, even though the peak RMS is higher in the boundary layer case, the
active mixing region remains contained in the outer layer (y = δT) thus resulting in small
effects on the inner layer (near the wall) and the corresponding wall temperature. On the
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a)

b)

Figure 21. Profiles of flow temperature RMS normalized the local scale (T•-Taw); a) case
VR1.0AD, and c) VR2.0AD

other hand, the mixing region of the wall jet spreads in the wall normal direction towards
the wall and the freestream, thus resulting in stronger mixing near the wall. The thermal
mixing is mainly governed by the flow transport properties. Given the different flow
kinematics of these cases we will investigate the velocity data.
3.3.2 Characteristics of the momentum mixing
In this section, we analyze the velocity data obtained from PIV measurements for
the flow configurations considered in this study. The mean streamwise velocity profiles
at the inlet of the test section were presented at the beginning of this chapter, and
illustrated the differences between the wall-wake, boundary layer and wall-jet
(respectively VR0.5, VR1.0 and VR2.0). Differences in the velocity field have already
been identified as the main mechanism driving the thermal mixing and hence the film
performance. Therefore the momentum mixing is explored in this section.
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Mean and RMS velocity profiles
The velocity was measured with the planar PIV system using a 50 by 50 mm field
of view. Consequently the PIV system was traversed at four downstream locations to
obtain velocity measurements of the flow field in the entire domain for x/s in the range 0
to 50. At each streamwise station, 1000 pairs of images were acquired to produce the
turbulent statistics. This number of samples was deemed sufficient to obtain convergence
of the first and second order statistical moments (i.e. mean and RMS).
Figure 22 shows the mean streamwise velocity profiles normalized by the
freestream velocity for the three velocity ratios considered in this study. The profiles are
shown at the streamwise locations corresponding to the flow temperature measurements.
For all of the flows, the velocity deficit behind the louver lip is quickly dissipated and
virtually vanishes at 7.5 slot heights downstream of the inlet. For the wall-wake flow
(VR0.5), the extra velocity deficit introduced by the slow moving coolant flow transitions

Figure 22. Experimental streamwise velocity profiles normalized by the freestream velocity, from
PIV measurements at selected streamwise locations. -Ο-VR0.5, -∆- VR 1.0, and - - VR2.0.
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to a boundary layer flow by the fourth measurement location. This flow acceleration near
the wall is the result of entrainment of the high momentum and temperature mainstream
flow.

This observation is consistent with the observation that the effectiveness is

relatively good up to x/s of 20, but then drops significantly. The data in Figure 22
suggest that this is because the flow has transitioned to a boundary layer driven by the
mainstream at x/s • 20.
Since the coolant and mainstream velocities are nearly identical for the boundary
layer case (VR1.0), only in the small region behind the louver lip does the shear produce
thermal mixing between the coolant and the mainstream. Mean velocity profiles indicate
that the shear region is quickly dissipated, as the profile resembles that of a traditional
boundary layer flow for x less than 20 slot heights downstream of the injection point.
Therefore, in this region, the high temperature fluid in the outer layer of the boundary
layer remains isolated from the wall and the flow provides a good film cooling
effectiveness.
In the wall-jet case (VR2.0), the streamwise velocity profiles show large gradients
at the wall and at the interface between the coolant and the mainstream. This interaction
region grows in size as the maximum velocity of the wall-jet decreases due to mixing.
This decrease in maximum velocity is particularly evident when comparing the profiles at
the first and last locations.
Figure 23 shows the profiles of streamwise velocity RMS, Urms. These profiles
illustrate the main differences between the three flows. The initial shear for VR0.5 and
VR1.0 produces high RMS levels that are dissipated rapidly, especially for VR1.0.
VR0.5 and VR1.0 are mainly characterized by high levels of RMS near the wall, as
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Figure 23. Streamwise velocity RMS normalized by the mainstream velocity; -Ο-VR0.5, -∆- VR
1.0, and - - VR2.0.

expected for turbulent wall-bounded flows. For the wall-jet case, however, the shear at
the interface region remains large and spreads over a large region further downstream.
This region of high RMS levels is consistent with the one identified in the temperature
RMS data. This region is most often referred to as the outer mixing region, and it plays
an important role in the maximum velocity decay. However, the near-wall region of the
wall-jet, characterized by high levels of RMS, plays an equally crucial role in terms of
mixing and transport.
Wall jet skin friction coefficient, Cf
Even though the current PIV measurements do not resolve the viscous sublayer,
the wall-shear stress can be obtained from the wall-jet scaling theory.

Several

experimental and analytical studies have focused on wall jets in a configuration similar to
that of the present study. Abramovich [66] conducted an analytical study of wall jets.
One of the most remarkable studies is that of Kruka and Eskinazi [70], where similarity
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variables supported by experimental data are found for the near-wall and mixing regions.
Lauder and Rodi [71] presented an exhaustive review of the particular characteristics of
the wall-jet. Even though these studies were conducted under isothermal flow conditions,
they provide great insight into the present flow. The findings of these studies lead to the
generalized diagram of the wall jet problem presented in Figure 24. The maximum
velocity decays with the streamwise direction as a result of the spreading of the jet. In
the near-wall region, self similarity is achieved when the velocity is normalized by the
maximum velocity, Um, and the wall-normal distance is normalized by the location of
maximum velocity, δm. In the outer layer, the flow scales with the maximum velocity
deficit ∆Um, and the difference between δ1/2 and δm . These scaling variables have been
verified in previous studies [70], [71], and [72]. The skin friction coefficient, Cf, can be
determined from the velocity measurements using the self-similarity method based on
scaling arguments developed by Mathieu [72], and Kruka and Eskinazi [70].
The important physical parameters to estimate the skin friction coefficient are the

Figure 24. Wall-jet schematic with notations and similarity variables and function
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wall-jet spreading rate and the maximum velocity decay. Figure 25-a shows the wall-jet
spread quantified by the streamwise growth of δm and δ1/2, which for both quantities is
nearly linear starting at x/s of 8. Of importance to the Cf calculation is the growth of δm,
fitted by
δm s = a x s + b ,

(75)

where the slope for VR2.0 is a = 0.013 and the intercept b = 0.2430. This is illustrated in
Figure 25-a. The slope is within 19% of the value of 0.0109 previously reported [70],
which was obtained from a large number of experiments that had a significant scatter
around the line.
The wall-jet spreading results in the decay of the maximum velocity, Um,
illustrated in Figure 25-b. The reduction in maximum velocity is followed by a similar
decay in U1/2, although the rate of decay is smaller. The presence of the wall and a

a)

b)

Figure 25. Effects of wall-jet spreading; a) linear growth of δm and δ1/2, b) Characteristic
velocity decay in the near-wall and mixing region
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moving freestream suggest that the rate of decay should be different from that of an
unconfined jet. For the present wall jet case, the decay of Um is fitted using a power law,

Um
 x −α
= c 
 s
U∞

(76)

where the exponent α and the constant c are equal to 0.1115 and 2.6881, respectively.
The exponent α varies significantly in the literature [70] where it is shown to depend on
the inlet velocity ratio and other particularities of experimental setups.
In the near-wall region, the similarity variable χ is defined by y/δm and the
similarity function f(χ) is given by U/Um . From the similarity theory of the wall jet [70],
the skin friction coefficient based on the local maximum velocity is given by:

C f ,m ≡

2τ w
= 2 a [αψ + (φ −ψ)(1− α)] .
ρUm2

(77)

In this expression, ψ and φ are defined by
ψ = f (χ m )

∫

χm
0

f (ζ )dζ , and

φ=

∫

χm
0

f 2 (ζ )dζ ,

(78)

One should note that these integrals are constant along the streamwise direction if the
flow is in the self-similar regime. Therefore, Cf,m should be constant in this region since
all the other terms are constants. Verification of this property is important since it
validates the methodology.
The skin friction coefficient, Cf,m, is calculated from the PIV measurements using
this methodology and plotted against the streamwise distance x/s in Figure 26-a. Cf,m is
shown to be nearly constant along the wall (0.0037-0.0039), in accordance with the
similarity theory. The current data also lie within the range of experimental data from
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Kruka and Eskinazi for a wall-jet with similar velocity ratio and Reynolds number. The
present Cf,m data are compared to the data of Kruka and Eskinazi in Figure 26-b, where
the x-axis is the local Reynolds number based on Um and δm, Rem = Umδm/ν. The
logarithmic scale emphasizes the fact that the current data are independent of Rem in
accordance with the similarity theory.

The data of Kruka and Eskinazi show some

dependence to this parameter as illustrated by the slope of the curve fit. Other early wall
jet experiments show a similar behavior, although there is no consensus in the literature
on the degree of variation of Cf,m with the Reynolds number Rem [70]. Insufficient nearwall resolution and contamination of the measurements by the hot-wire probe may
explain this disagreement. The present data obtained from non-intrusive measurements
do demonstrate the constancy of Cf,m. This comparison illustrates the quality of the PIV
measurements and the applicability of the similarity theory in the near-wall region to
obtain the skin friction coefficient.
Because Cf,m uses a normalization of the wall shear stress based on the local
maximum velocity, it can be difficult to relate to more global quantities. Thus, the wall
shear stress is also normalized by freestream conditions to produce Cf,• obtained from,
2

U  ρ
C f ,∞ = C f ,m  m  c .
 U∞  ρ ∞

(79)

The profile of Cf,•, in Figure 26-a starts from high values near the slot injection and
decreases to lower values further downstream.

Since this parameter is directly

proportional to the wall shear stress, the latter also follows the same streamwise
evolution. This decrease in the wall-shear is due to the fact that the maximum velocity of
the wall-jet is decreasing, thereby reducing the streamwise velocity gradients near the
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Figure 26. Friction coefficient for the wall-jet case VR2.0; a) Cf distribution along the wall, b)
Comparison with data from Kruka and Eskinazi [70].

wall. Thus for wall jet, the near-wall transport is governed by the coolant flow near the
injection point. Once the film starts mixing with the mainstream the near-wall transport
is affected. This behavior is consistent with that of the Stanton number described in the
heat transfer analysis.

3.4 Summary of Experimental Results
Detailed surface and flow measurements were obtained in a hot-wind tunnel
facility specifically designed to study film-cooling flows. The three families of flows
(wall-wake, boundary layer and wall-jet) displayed different behaviors and film cooling
effectiveness. Backside cooled experiments resulted in a reduction of wall temperature
when compared to the adiabatic wall temperature. For each case, the radiation heat flux
was shown to be small compared to the conduction across the wall. The convective heat
transfer coefficient, h, and the Stanton number were obtained from the convective heat
flux data. When defined using the freestream conditions, the Stanton number emphasizes
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the different heat transport properties of the three flows near the wall. They are strongly
influenced by the initial slot coolant flow.
The thermal mixing of the flow was related to the adiabatic wall temperature and,
when normalized by the inlet conditions, to the film cooling effectiveness. Case VR1.0
provided the best film effectiveness because of reduced thermal and momentum mixing.
This was demonstrated by the flow velocity and temperature RMS measurements. It is
apparent from the measurements that the initial shear between the film and the
mainstream plays an important role in the mixing dynamics of the flows. The flow
temperature profiles for adiabatic cases are shown to follow Wieghardt similarity
expressions, thus validating its use in the derivation of film cooling effectiveness
correlations.
For the wall jet case, the flow scaled successfully with the similarity variables.
The skin friction coefficient showed good agreement with previous experimental data.
The constancy of the skin friction coefficient based on the maximum velocity was very
good, thus providing a validation of the similarity theory. However, this methodology
cannot be applied to the boundary layer and wall-wake cases to obtain their skin friction
coefficient. Therefore, the behavior of the skin friction in these cases will be explored in
the numerical simulations.
Engineering correlations for the film cooling effectiveness showed poor
performance overall. In the next chapter, we will try to use CFD modeling to predict the
film cooling effectiveness and heat transfer at the wall.
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Chapter 4: Evaluation the Spalart-Allmaras RANS Model
The objective of this chapter is to explore the performance of the SpalartAllmaras RANS model in predicting the important quantities for the film-cooling
problem. Since the film cooling effectiveness correlations showed poor agreement with
experimental data, we propose here to evaluate the performance of the Spalart-Allmaras
model [47]. Since experimental data show that the film remains attached to the wall, we
believe that we can expect reasonable performance from this model [13].
Computational details for the domain and boundary conditions are presented first.
Earlier, the Spalart-Allmaras model showed excellent agreement for the test case of
Kasagi, a turbulent channel flow with heat transfer (cf. §2.3). However, it is necessary to
further validate the model on the wall jet case (VR2.0) through a detailed comparison of
simulation results with experimental data. Finally, computational results of interest for
the film-cooling problem (i.e. effectiveness, wall heat flux) are compared to experimental
data for all the cases, to provide a general overview of the performance of the model.

4.1 Computational Details
4.1.1 Computational domain and boundary conditions
The Navier-Stokes equations are normalized by a reference length (chosen as the
slot height, s), velocity (bulk slot velocity, Uc,) and temperature (coolant temperature, Tc).
Therefore, the corresponding Reynolds and Prandtl numbers of the simulation are the slot
Reynolds number, Res, and the Prandtl number at the coolant conditions. Both are
computed using the experimental values reported in Table 6.
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The extent of the computational domain is set to match the measurement domain
for x/s in the range 0 to 50 and y/s from 0 to 7.3, as indicated by the schematic diagram of
Figure 27. The boundary condition at the top boundary imposes zero normal gradients
for the variables, thus representing the symmetry conditions expected at the center of the
test section. An outflow convective boundary condition is applied at the outflow plane,
x/s = 50. A no-slip boundary condition is imposed for the velocity components at the
wall. The thermal boundary condition is zero temperature gradient for the adiabatic
cases.
For the backside-cooled cases, the measured convective heat flux is not applied
directly at the wall because it contains significant uncertainties, especially near the slot
injection region. Furthermore, since the measurement uncertainty of the backside wall
temperature, Twb, is much smaller, this temperature is applied as a boundary condition at
the backside wall. The wall temperature, Tw, is then solved at each time step so that there
is continuity between the conduction heat flux into the wall and the gas-to-wall
convection heat flux. Heat conduction in the solid is treated as one-dimensional in the

Figure 27. Computational domain for the RANS simulations with the Spalart-Allmaras model.
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wall-normal direction. Considering that the conduction heat flux may be approximated
by the its steady state expression, we write,

−

k
k
(T1 − T0 ) = − w (Tw − Twb ),
∆y c1
tw

(80)

where k is the thermal conductivity of air, and tw and kw are the thickness and thermal
conductivity of the UDEL plate. The temperatures and grid spacing are described in the
schematic of Figure 28.

Given that the wall temperature is obtained by linear

interpolation between the first fluid point and the ghost cell, Tw = (T1 + T0 ) /2 , and
inserting this relation into the heat flux continuity equation, we can solve for the ghost
point temperature, T0,

T0 =

(1− b)T1 + 2bTwb
(1+ b)

(81)

where the dimensionless constant b is defined by b = (k w ∆y c1 ) (2 k tw ) . Therefore, the
value of the ghost point is a function of the prescribed backside wall temperature and the
calculated fluid temperature at the first grid point. This formulation is valid for any linear
normalization of the temperature T. This simple boundary treatment removes the need to
simulate the backside flow and the heat conduction inside the wall, thus considerably

Figure 28. Schematic of the thermal boundary conditions for the backside cooled wall.
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reducing the computational cost.
4.1.2 Methodology for the inflow conditions
The mean streamwise velocity and temperature profiles measured experimentally
are prescribed at the inflow plane of the computational domain as detailed in Appendix
B.

The Spalart-Allmaras model solves a transport equation for the modified eddy-

viscosity ν˜ t , which is used to obtain the eddy-viscosity νt. Consequently, caution must
be taken for the boundary conditions of ν˜ t . A Dirichlet boundary condition is applied at
the wall, and a Neumann condition is applied at top boundary y = Ly and the outflow
plane. The value of the modified eddy-viscosity needs to be prescribed at the inflow
plane to better describe the turbulence in this critical region. To do so, two precursor
simulations are run: one for a turbulent channel flow corresponding to the slot exit
conditions, and one for the mainstream boundary layer flow.

For each of these

simulations, the wall normal profile of modified eddy-viscosity is saved to a file. The
two resulting profiles are combined into a single file that is read during the film cooling
simulation to prescribe ν˜ t at the inflow plane (see Appendix B-3). The Spalart-Allmaras
model also requires specification of a turbulent length scale, d, which represents the
distance of a grid point from the nearest wall. For the film cooling simulation, this
distance is the minimum between the distance to wall and the distance to the louver lip.
4.1.3 Grid details
The domain has 192 points in the streamwise direction and 79 points in the wallnormal direction.

Only 4 points are used in the spanwise direction for these two-

dimensional RANS simulations. This number is necessary for the QUICK scheme. The
wall-resolution of the grid was excellent for all the cases, as illustrated in Figure 29. The
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Figure 29. First cell center distance away from the wall in wall units.

first cell center distance from the wall, yc1, is expressed in wall units ( y c1Uτ /ν ) and
plotted against the streamwise distance x/s. For the all the cases this quantity is smaller
than one wall unit along the entire wall, thus showing that the viscous sublayer is well
resolved (note that the viscous sublayer extends from the wall to y+ = 5).

4.2 Quantitative Validation for the Wall Jet Case
This section deals with the comparison of the RANS predictions with the
experimental data of the wall jet case (VR2.0) to provide an assessment of the
performance of the RANS model.
4.2.1 Wall temperatures
The adiabatic film cooling effectiveness is compared to the experimental data and
to the correlation of Simon [8] in Figure 30-a. The reader is reminded that the film
cooling effectiveness is a dimensionless form of the adiabatic wall temperature defined
by
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ηaw = (T∞ − Taw ) (T∞ − Tc ) .

(82)

The RANS results show excellent agreement with the experimental data even though the
effectiveness is slightly overestimated far downstream.

This indicates that the

temperature mixing is well captured, except in the far field. With an overall deviation
less than 2% from experimental data, the RANS simulation provides a better prediction
of the effectiveness than the correlation of Simon [8]. It is quite remarkable that the
Spalart-Allmaras model calculates accurately the effectiveness whereas most twoequation RANS models (i.e. k-ε , k-ω) have been shown to largely overpredict this
quantity [17] [22]. Therefore, we can expect the Spalart-Allmaras mode to predict the
thermal mixing equally well.
The distributions of wall temperatures for the non-adiabatic case are compared in
Figure 30-b. The temperatures are normalized by the inlet conditions in the form of the
effectiveness to allow comparison between the adiabatic and non-adiabatic cases.
Therefore η is equal to 1 at the coolant temperature and 0 at the freestream temperature.
The backside wall temperature and coolant temperature are input conditions for the nonadiabatic simulations. The backside cooling results in an improved effectiveness when
comparing adiabatic and non-adiabatic results. Although RANS correctly predicts the
adiabatic wall effectiveness, it overpredicts the effectiveness in the backside-cooled case
by nearly 6% of (T• - Tc) in the far field. While this deviation from measurements may
seem large because of the normalization, it only represents a 3% underestimate of the
absolute wall temperature. Near the injection point, the backside cooling reduces the
wall temperature thereby increasing the effectiveness. This phenomenon appears to be
slightly overpredicted in the simulation at this initial location. There is good confidence
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a)

b)

Figure 30. Comparison between predictions of wall temperatures by RANS for VR2.0; a)
Adiabatic film cooling effectiveness for VR2.0AD, and b) dimensionless wall temperatures for
VR2.0NA

in the value of the backside wall temperature prescribed as boundary condition in the
simulation. However, the manufacturer of the UDEL plate does not specify the variation
with temperature of the thermal conductivity of this material.

Small errors in that

property may results in wall temperature differences between the simulation results and
the measurements. Obviously, the thermal conductivity of the plate does not play a role
in the adiabatic case, thus explaining why the RANS results for ηaw compare better with
the measurements. Consequently, the RANS also overpredicts the temperature difference
(Taw-Tw), an important quantity for the definition of the convective heat transfer
coefficient of film cooling flows.
4.2.2 Heat transfer prediction
The absolute value of the convective heat flux, q c, is compared to the
experimental data in Figure 31-a. Given that the backside wall temperature is imposed,
the heat flux can be calculated by the conduction across the wall or the convection on the
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fluid side. Either method provides the same result within machine precision, since the
viscous sublayer is resolved. In the experiment the convection is equal to the conduction
across the solid minus the radiation loading from the hot casing to the wall. Even though
the RANS underestimates the wall temperature in the near field, the convective heat flux
is slightly overestimated. Further downstream the heat flux increases at a lower rate than
the measurements, leading to a 10% underestimate of the heat flux in the far field.
For film cooling, the convective heat transfer coefficient, h, is defined by

h = qc (Taw − Tw ) .

(83)

Therefore, Stc, the Stanton number based on the coolant conditions, is equal to
S tc ≡

h
1 (∂θ / ∂ys )w
,
=
ρc C pc U c Re s Pr θ aw − θw

(84)

where, the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers are those of the simulation, θ is the
dimensionless temperature in the simulation (θ = T/Tc) and ys is the dimensionless wallnormal distance y/s. Finally the Stanton number based on the freestream conditions, St•,
is obtained by the relation S t∞ = Stc m C pc C p∞ , where m is the blowing ratio and the ratio
of specific heat is nearly unity in the current temperature range.
The comparison of St• with experimental data in Figure 31-b shows significant
discrepancies near the injection. These differences need to be put into perspective given
the large errors bars in the experimental data. Further downstream the agreement is much
better. The present RANS results underestimate the Stanton number mainly because of an
underestimation of the temperature difference (Taw-Tw). Nevertheless, the results capture
the general decreasing trend of the measurements.
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a)

b)

Figure 31. Heat transfer results for VR2.0NA; a) Convective heat flux, |qc|, and b) Stanton
number normalized by the freestream conditions, S t∞ = h (ρU C p ) ∞

4.2.3 Assessment of the flow predictions
The streamwise velocity profiles normalized by the freestream velocity are
compared to the PIV data of case VR2.0AD in Figure 32-a. The profiles are displayed at
the streamwise locations corresponding to the measured temperature profiles.
Near the injection, at x/s of 1.2, the velocity profiles agree very well because the
inlet experimental profile has been prescribed at the inflow. In the RANS, the initial
shear behind the louver lip is not dissipated as fast as the measurements indicate. At the
next location, the agreement is good, but the RANS results show a lower jet spreading
and traces of the initial shear. Further downstream, the rate of decay of the maximum
velocity is overestimated in the RANS but the location of the maximum velocity agrees
well with the measurements. In the far field, the errors in the prediction of the peak
velocity are noticeable. At x/s of 47.2 the maximum velocity is underpredicted by 22.8%
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compared to the measured peak value. Numerical errors on mass conservation are not
present since the incompressible flow solver used in this study strictly conserves mass
within machine precision [25]. However, the incompressibility assumption (i.e. constant
density equal to ρc) used in the simulation shows its limitations when the temperature of
the high speed jet increases (i.e. density decreases). Using the measured temperature at
the location of maximum velocity (T = 348 K) we can form the ratio of the coolant
density to the local density, which is equal to 1.17. To first order the effect of variable
density can account for 17% of the simulation error on the maximum velocity. The
remaining error can be attributed modeling errors (Spalart-Allmaras model) and to
imperfections in the experiment. A secondary flow was produced by entrainment of
ambient air through a leaky window on the opposing wall. The measurements indicate
that the freestream velocity is reduced for y/s > 5 at the last three profiles, consistent with
the presence of a flow disturbance. This flow disturbance defects the freestream and
contributes to the acceleration of the maximum velocity beyond expected values.
In Figure 32-b, the flow temperature is normalized by the inflow temperatures in
the form of the effectiveness, η, so that the value at the wall corresponds to the adiabatic
film cooling effectiveness.

The RANS results are compared to the measurements

obtained with the micro-thermocouple probe. Overall, the shape and evolution of the
temperature profiles are well predicted. The evolution of the interface between the hot
stream (η = 0) and the coolant (η = 1) is also well captured, although the measurements
indicate that the coolant penetrates further into the mainstream than what the RANS
predicts. These differences become smaller far downstream.
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a)

b)

Figure 32. Velocity and temperature profiles for VR2.0AD; a) Normalized mean streamwise
velocity, U/U•, b) normalized temperature η = (T•-T)/(T• -Tc).
RANS results (lines),
experimental data (symbols).
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4.2.4 Skin friction coefficient
The skin friction coefficient, Cfc, is the wall shear stress normalized by the coolant
kinetic energy, C fc ≡ 2τ w (ρc U c2 ) . Using the normalized simulation variables, Us =U/Uc,
and ys = y/s, the skin friction coefficient Cfc can be written as:

C fc =

2 ∂U s
.
Re s ∂ys w

(85)

Alternatively, we can define the skin friction coefficient as the wall shear stress
normalized by the freestream kinetic energy, Cf •, which is then given by the relation
C f ∞ = C f , c m VR ,

where m is the blowing ratio and VR is the velocity ratio.

(86)
The comparison of the

predicted and measured Cfc is shown in Figure 33. The RANS results capture the general
trend with an increase in wall shear stress after the point of injection followed by a slow
decrease further downstream. Near the
injection,

the

skin

friction

is

overpredicted by nearly 30% when
compared to the experimental data.
However, the experimental skin friction
was obtained using the similarity theory
of Kruka and Eskinazy [70] despite the
fact that the flow is not technically
speaking self-similar in this region. The
present measurements compared well

Figure 33. Skin friction coefficient for the wall
jet case VR2.0, Cf• = 2τw / (ρU2 )c.
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with previous data, but the uncertainty on the measure is difficult to quantify. Nerveless,
the RANS results compare better further downstream and capture the trends indicated by
the measurements. The underpredicted maximum velocity certainly influences the value
of the predicted wall-shear stress, but to a lower extent since the error on the skin friction
coefficient is about 10% in the far field.
4.2.5 Summary of the validation
The adiabatic effectiveness obtained with the Spalart-Allmaras RANS model is in
excellent agreement with the measurements. The near-wall temperature mixing is well
captured as evidenced by the temperature and velocity profiles. The heat transfer results
for the non-adiabatic case show reasonable agreement for the heat flux but the Stanton
number is largely underpredicted. Although the skin friction is overpredicted near the
injection, better agreement is reached further downstream.

4.3 Wall-Wake and Boundary Layer Cases
The objective of this section is to briefly provide an assessment of the
performance of the RANS Spalart-Allmaras model in predicting the mixing and heat
transfer quantities for the other cases (VR0.5 and VR1.0).
4.3.1 Film cooling effectiveness
The film cooling effectiveness is compared to experimental data and to the
correlation of Lefebvre [1] for VR0.5 and VR1.0 in Figure 34. In Chapter 3, we have
discussed the fact that the present adiabatic wall temperature measurements for VR0.5AD
are not available but that the data from Case 2 in [12] are applicable since they were
obtained at similar inlet conditions (VR = 0.46, m = 0.76, Res = 1790). Therefore, the
RANS results for VR0.5AD are compared to the experimental data of [12] and the
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Lefebvre correlation [1] in Figure 34-a. The simulation results are in good agreement the
experimental data, thus indicating that the mixing is well captured by the SpalartAllmaras model.

The mixing appears to be overpredicted in the far field.

This

discrepancy could be a result of the higher Reynolds number in the simulation (i.e. 2652
versus 1790 in the experiment). Overall the comparison is satisfactory with a deviation
from measurements of less than 5%.

Furthermore, the RANS results provide an

improved estimation of the effectiveness when compared to the correlation of Lefebvre.
For the boundary layer case (VR1.0), the RANS results are in good agreement
with the present experimental data, as illustrated in Figure 34-b. The Spalart-Allmaras
model produces less mixing for this case, thus overestimating the effectiveness by 3%, a
value comparable to what was seen for the wall jet case. Finally, Lefebvre correlation
underestimates the effectiveness by nearly 15% in the far field.

a)

This correlation

b)

Figure 34. Adiabatic film cooling effectiveness; a) case VR0.5AD, b) case VR1.0AD.
Experimental data (symbols), RANS (line), correlation (---) [1].
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overpredicts the initial mixing of the film as indicated by the large slope of decay of
effectiveness. This behavior has been pointed out in a previous study using a large set of
experimental data [12].

The Spalart-Allmaras model performed well for the three

different flows considered in this study and could be used to provide a better estimation
of the film cooling effectiveness when compared to Lefebvre correlation.
4.3.2 Wall heat flux and shear stress
The convective heat flux and the Stanton number, St•, are compared to the
experimental data in Figure 35. For the boundary layer case (VR1.0), the heat flux is in
good agreement with the experimental data. The heat flux increases slowly with the
streamwise distance but remains small compared to the wall-wake case.

This is

consistent with the fact that the film mixing is the least strong for the boundary layer
case. The hot gases from the mainstream remain isolated from the wall. On the contrary,
the wall-wake case presents strong mixing resulting in high temperature fluid being
transported to the wall, thus generating a strong increase in the heat flux at the wall. At
x/s of 10, a steep increase in heat transfer is noticed in the RANS results and confirmed
by the experimental data. This increase in wall heat flux can be related to the sharp
increase in the adiabatic wall temperature observed at the same location. This suggests
that the film is being mixed with hot freestream, which results in an increase of heat
transfer. In the limiting case of a backward facing step (e.g. VR = 0), the point of
reattachment occurs at about 7 step heights downstream. At this point there is an increase
in heat transfer due to the downwash effect of the impingement mentioned by Keating et
al. [26]. Although the present flow configuration is different similar phenomena produce
the increase in wall heat flux observed at x/s of 10.
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a)

b)

Figure 35. Heat transfer for VR0.5 and VR1.0; a) Convective heat flux, b) Stanton number based
on freestream conditions

Figure 36. Downswash effect for the wall-wake case.

The Stanton number, St•, plotted in Figure 35-b also presents a noticeable
increase 10 slots downstream of the injection plane, thus confirming that the downwash
effect of the freestream results in a increase in heat flux and convective heat transfer
coefficient. This effect on the Stanton number is reduced further downstream. The
downwash effect can be visualized in Figure 36, where the mean velocity vectors are
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superimposed on top of the contour of the normalized flow temperature, T/Tc. High
temperature fluid is transported from the freestream to the wall, as evidenced 10 slots
downstream of the injection
Interestingly, the heat flux and Stanton number for the boundary layer case do not
display a similar behavior because the film and the freestream have nearly the same
velocity. Furthermore, the Stanton numbers for VR0.5 and VR1.0 achieve the same
value far downstream, thus indicating that both flows are govern by the freestream. The
Stanton number for VR1.0 matches the experimental data up to x/s of 20, but is largely
overpredicted further downstream.
The streamwise profiles of the skin friction coefficient, Cf•, are presented for all
the cases in Figure 37. The wall jet and the boundary layer display similar wall shear
stress behaviors. Downstream of the injection the shear stress increases then slowly
decreases further downstream. In the case of the wall-wake flow (VR0.5), the wall shear

Figure 37. Skin friction coefficient for all the cases.
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stress decreases downstream of the injection plane, suggesting that the flow is adapting to
the shear induced by the inflow velocity profile. A noticeable slope increase is observed
at x/s 10, corresponding to the Stanton number and heat flux increase. Far downstream
the skin friction coefficients tend to converge to a constant value of 0.0042 and 0.0055,
for VR0.5 and VR1.0 respectively. This far field behavior is also consistent with the
Stanton number. Both the Stanton number and the skin friction indicate that the flow
transport properties at the wall are mainly governed by the freestream far downstream.
4.3 Summary: Performance of the Spalart-Allmaras Model
In general, the RANS results obtained with the Spalart-Allmaras model compare
favorably with the present experimental data. Although significant deviations from the
measurements are noticed in the far field, the proposed backside boundary condition for
the non-adiabatic wall cases provides a reasonable estimate of the heat flux and wall
temperatures.

This method could be improved to include multi-dimensional solid

conduction using a well-characterized thermal conductivity of the UDEL plate.

A

simpler method would be to directly prescribe the wall temperature as boundary
condition. In this case, the wall temperature needs to be measured with high spatial
resolution (e.g. infrared thermography) and accuracy to capture the important physics of
the flow.
Overall, the streamwise velocity profiles compared well with the PIV
measurements.

However, the peak velocity of the wall jet was significantly

underestimated in the far field.

The constant density assumption used in the

incompressible solver shows its limits in this region of the flow where the film
temperature increases. Leakage through the top window during the PIV measurements
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could also explain the reduced decay in maximum velocity observed experimentally.
Additionally, modeling errors introduced by the RANS model could also affect the
comparison with experimental data. Nevertheless, the flow temperature profiles were in
good agreement with the measurements, thus providing confidence that the thermal
mixing is well captured through the use of the turbulent Prandtl number assumption for
modeling the eddy-diffusivity (cf. Chapter 2).
Most importantly, the film cooling effectiveness is calculated with good accuracy,
thereby proving that the Spalart-Allmaras model could be a viable improved alternative
to using semi-empirical correlations.

However this model would be limited in the

presence of large-scale freestream turbulence that would interact with the film. In this
case, more sophisticated unsteady RANS models or large-eddy simulation models must
be used.
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Chapter 5: Large-Eddy Simulation of Wall Jet Film Cooling
The two-dimensional turbulent wall jet in a moving stream presents
characteristics common to turbulent wall-bounded flows near the wall and mixing layers
in the outer mixing region. The complexity of the flow is materialized by the two-layer
scaling, which has been verified in various experimental studies ([70], [71]), LES [23],
and DNS [24]. The present experimental data and RANS results have shown that the
wall jet configuration provides stronger mixing than the boundary layer case even though
both flows have nearly the same slot Reynolds number. Experimental data also suggest
that the strong mixing in the wall jet case is a consequence of higher shear between the
film and the mainstream. At the interface between the two streams, the large-scale
structures grow with the streamwise location and interact closer to the wall, thus
transporting pockets of high temperature fluid near the wall. This mechanism, identified
experimentally, causes the mixing of the film and the reduction in film cooling
effectiveness. We propose in this chapter to further study this mechanism by analyzing
large-eddy simulation results for the wall jet case VR2.0 under adiabatic wall conditions.

5.1 LES Computational Details
Similarly to the RANS simulations, the Navier-Stokes equations are normalized
by the reference length, s, the reference velocity, Uc,, and the reference temperature, Tc.
Consequently, the Reynolds number of simulation is Res = 5466.11 and the Prandtl
number is Pr = 0.7082, taken from the experimental conditions for case VR2.0AD
reported in Table 6.
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5.1.1 Computational domain and boundary conditions
The computational domain for the large-eddy simulation is similar to the one for
the RANS simulations, except that it extends in the spanwise direction to capture the
three-dimensional turbulent structures. The computational domain is set to match the
measurement range in the streamwise direction. Consequently it extends for x/s in the
range 0 to 50, and y/s from 0 to 7.3, as indicated by the schematic of Figure 38. Le length
of the domain in the spanwise direction is •s with periodic boundary conditions at both
ends to model an infinitely wide channel. The symmetry boundary condition at the top
boundary (y/s = 7.3) imposes zero normal gradients for all the variables, thus representing
the symmetrical conditions expected at the center of the test section. At the outflow
plane (i.e. x/s = 50), an outflow convective boundary condition is applied for the
streamwise velocity and the transported passive scalar, i.e. temperature. At the wall a noslip boundary condition is imposed for the three velocity components. Since for the case

Figure 38. Computational domain for the large-eddy simulation
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VR2.0AD the wall is adiabatic a Neumann condition (zero temperature gradient) is
applied at the wall.
Setting the inflow conditions for LES is a challenging task as emphasized in
Chapter 2. The flow prescribed at the inflow plane must display the temporal and spatial
information of the resolved turbulent flow structures, as illustrated in Figure 38.
5.1.2 LES inflow from precursor simulations
In the present work, the inflow velocity and temperature are read from a database
containing temporal slices in the y-z plane of the flows corresponding to the coolant slot
exit and the mainstream boundary layer. The database is obtained from precursor largeeddy simulations for both of these flows.
Slot coolant flow
At the exit of the slot, the flow can be accurately represented by a twodimensional fully developed turbulent channel flow. Therefore, this flow is computed in
a three-dimensional LES of the channel flow at the Reynolds number Res = 5466.11 with
periodic boundary conditions in the spanwise and streamwise directions.

In this

precursor simulation, the streamwise periodic condition is equivalent to having the
computational domain traveling downstream with the mean flow as the flow develops.
The flow in the computation is initiated with random noise added to a bulk velocity and
temperature initial field. It takes several flow-through times for coherent turbulent eddies
to develop. The computation is stopped once the steady state regime is reached (i.e.
mean statistics are invariant with time). Diagnostics are performed to validate the grid
spacing for wall-resolved LES, and then the computation is restarted to save y-z slices of
data at each time step at a given x-location (middle of channel in this work). The slices
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contain the instantaneous flow field (u, v, w) and the instantaneous temperature at a given
time step.
Mainstream flow
Computing the developing boundary layer in the freestream with LES requires
more computational resources and complex inflow methods. In this work a simplified
approach was taken. It is based on the fact (supported by the present measurements) that
most of the turbulence in the freestream boundary layer is contained near the wall. The
PIV measurements provide the boundary layer mean profile, from which we can extract
the boundary layer thickness, δ, and the momentum thickness, θ. Based on the PIV data
we obtain δ/s = 0.79 and θ /s = 0.087.
The Reynolds number based on the momentum thickness, Reθ = U•θ/ν, is an
important quantity used to characterize turbulent boundary layers.

Based on the

measurements Reθ = 239 for the mainstream flow at the inlet plane. Therefore, this
quantity was matched in a channel flow simulation by adjusting the Reynolds number,
Reδ , which was found from RANS simulations to be 2240.

Finally, a large-eddy

simulation of a channel flow at Reδ, = 2240 (δ is the half channel height) was computed
to produce the inflow for the mainstream. The results of this simulation were saved to
slices at the same frequency (in physical time units) as for the slot precursor LES.
Combining the slices
In the final step of the inflow plane generation, the slices for the two streams are
combined into a single slice, where a region of zero velocity behind the louver lip is
added for y/s = 1 to 1.19. Furthermore, the mainstream flow receives extra work since
the precursor simulation was performed over a channel flow and that only the bottom
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boundary layer is of interest. The velocity and temperature fluctuations are extracted
from the instantaneous data and rescaled according to the length and velocity scales used
in the film cooling LES (the same as in the slot flow precursor). Furthermore the
rescaled fluctuations are filtered to remove the turbulence in the upper boundary layer.
These fluctuations are then added to the mean velocity and temperature profiles obtained
experimentally at the mainstream inlet plane.
Finally the resulting combined slice is written to a database that is read directly by
the subroutine that sets the inflow plane conditions.

This method implemented by

Keating [25] performs an interpolation in space (grid) and time (between slices) at each
time step of the film cooling simulation. Recycling is used once the last slice in the
database has been read. In the present work, the database contains 5000 combined slices.
This number was deemed sufficient because it corresponds to more than one flowthrough time in the actual film cooling simulation, thus reducing unwanted periodicity
effects introduced in the computation due to the recycling method.
5.1.3 Grid details
The grid is uniform in the streamwise and spanwise direction and contains 256
and 64 points, respectively. In the wall-normal direction the grid is non-uniform and
contains 128 points. The grid spacing is refined to resolve the viscous sublayer at the
wall and the shear region behind the louver lip at the interface between the mainstream
and the coolant wall jet. The corresponding RANS simulation was used to determine the
correct grid spacing in wall units, ∆xi+ = ∆xi U τ ν , where Uτ is the friction velocity. For
the present computation the viscous sublayer was well resolved since the center of the
first cell point away from the wall was between 0.3 and 0.46 wall units. The grid also
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provided a good resolution of the streamwise structures with 30 • ∆x+ • 60, and the
spanwise structures with 7.5 • ∆z+ • 15 along the wall. The grid spacing in wall units
corresponds to the recommended values for wall-resolved LES [59], although the grid
spacing in the streamwise direction could be reduced near the injection to enforce ∆x+ •
50 for the entire domain.
5.1.4 Post-processing and statistics
After 3 flow-through times, the flow reaches a steady state for the mean
quantities. Of particular interest for film cooling, this regime is also indicated when the
adiabatic wall temperature reaches a steady state. The computation is restarted to save
samples every 0.5 ts, where ts is the characteristic simulation time scale defined by ts =
s/Uc. Sampled over nearly two flow-through times, the 115 samples are used to calculate
the statistics of the flow. Because the flow is homogenous in the spanwise direction,
two-dimensional statistics are obtained by ensemble averaging over the homogeneous
spanwise direction and by time averaging over the samples.

5.2 Large-Eddy Simulation Results
5.2.1 Film cooling effectiveness and mixing
The film cooling effectiveness, ηaw, obtained from the present LES is presented in
Figure 39. The LES results are compared to the measurements and to the results obtained
with the Spalart-Allmaras RANS model. Both computations compare favorably with the
experimental data. However, it appears that the LES predicts more mixing (i.e. lesser
effectiveness) than what the measurements indicate. The analysis of the RANS velocity
profiles indicated the limitations of the constant density assumption, when compared to
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Figure 39. Film cooling effectiveness, LES, RANS and measurements

the present experiments. Similar limitations are also expected in the LES, and will be
explored in the next section. However, the present LES provides valuable information on
the turbulent transport of a passive scalar in the case of a wall jet in a moving stream.
The decay of film cooling effectiveness is a direct consequence of the interaction
of large-scale structures between the coolant flow and the hot mainstream. LES provides
the opportunity to visualize the mixing of the film since the grid resolves the large scales
of motion. Figure 40-a shows the contour of instantaneous streamwise velocity at the
center of the domain in the spanwise direction (i.e. z/s = •/2). The high-speed streaks
exiting the slot coolant flow are represented by white colors, whereas darker colors
represent lower velocities. Ejection events are clearly visible at locations where high
velocity fluid penetrates into the mainstream flow. The opposite reaction (i.e. sweeping
of low speed fluid into the jet) is also observed. This mixing interaction between the two
streams contributes to the velocity mixing and the decay of the jet maximum velocity,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 40. Instantaneous contours of streamwise velocity (a), and temperature (b). White color
indicates high velocity and high temperature regions

evidenced by the darker colors associated with the lower velocity of the jet far
downstream.
Similar patterns are found in the temperature mixing, assumed to be a passive
scalar in the computation. The contours of instantaneous temperature in the same z-plane
are presented in Figure 40-b.

A similar convention is adopted, with light colors

representing high temperature fluid and vice-versa. Pockets of low temperature fluid are
ejected into the hot mainstream due to the transport properties of the turbulent scales.
Reciprocally, high temperature fluid is also entrained (swept) towards the wall. These
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large-scale structures lead to intense scalar mixing, as evidenced by the lighter colors of
the film far downstream. Sweeping and ejection events for the temperature contours
correspond to similar event in terms of velocity, thus emphasizing the scalar transport is
induced by the flow velocity structures. A significant sweeping event is clearly visible
for both the velocity and the temperature at x/s = 9. Before analyzing more in detail the
turbulent fluxes and Reynolds stresses, we propose first to examine the mean flow
statistics.
5.2.2 Mean flow statistics
The profiles of mean streamwise velocity normalized by the freestream velocity
are presented in Figure 41-a. In the near field, the LES results are in good agreement
with the present PIV measurements for the wall jet case VR2.0AD. However, further
downstream the maximum velocity is underpredicted. This effect was pointed out in
Chapter 4, and is due in part to the limitations of the constant density assumption used in
the code. The other source of error comes from the measurements, where leakage
through the window on the opposing wall produced entrainment of ambient air. This
flow disturbance at the top wall is believed to have accelerated the maximum velocity of
the jet. Despite these discrepancies, the simulated temperature profiles normalized in the
form of the effectiveness show good agreement with the measurements in Figure 41-b.
In previous investigations of turbulent wall jets [74], a logarithmic overlap region
has been found although it was shown to be in a limited region [23]. Figure 42 shows the
mean streamwise velocity profiles scaled in wall units, U + = U Uτ , plotted against the
wall-normal distance in wall units, y+ = yUτ /ν.

The velocity profiles show good

agreement in the viscous sublayer with the linear relation. The profiles show some
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overlap with the logarithmic inertial relation of Osterlund [73], especially far
downstream. Ahlman et al. [24] noticed limited overlap in the logarithmic region with
this relation (only up to y+ = 13), but explained that this may be due to the low Reynolds
number of the flow (Res = 2000) in their DNS. The inner scaling overlap in the present
study extends to a larger region but is limited above y+ = 60. The location of maximum
velocity, δ m, is located within the range y+ = 133 to 205 at the 5 streamwise locations
considered in this study, as reported in Table 7.

(a)

(b)

Figure 41. Mean profiles streamwise velocity (a) and temperature (b) compared to the
present measurements.
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Figure 42. Profiles of mean velocity in wall units, comparison to the law of the wall of [73].

Table 7. Location of maximum velocity normalized by the slot height and in wall
units, δ m/s and δm+.

x/s

1.2

7.5

18.7

34.5

47.2

δm/s

0.431

0.431

0.503

0.827

0.874

δm+

133.3

151.2

145.3

203.0

205.0

The skin friction coefficient, Cfc, defined as the wall shear stress normalized by
the coolant kinetic energy, C fc = 2τ w (ρcU c2 ) , is compared to the present measurements
in Figure 43-a.

Similarly to the RANS results poor agreement is found with the

measurements, which could be explained by the effects of variable density on the nearwall transport and by the measurement uncertainties to estimate the skin friction. Far
downstream, the computation overestimates the skin friction by nearly 15%. However
the computed friction velocity, Uτ, normalized by the maximum velocity at the exit of the
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slot, Uc,max, is in good agreement with the DNS data of Ahlman et al.[24], as indicated in
Figure 43-b. The fact that the friction velocity is larger in far field could be attributed to
the lower Reynolds number in the DNS (2000 versus 5466 in the present LES). It is
important to point out that the LES and DNS data presented in Figure 43-b do not
correspond to the exact same flow conditions and that the comparison remains therefore
qualitative.

a)

b)

Figure 43. Skin friction coefficient (a) and friction velocity compared to the DNS of [24] (b).

5.2.3 Higher order statistics
Velocity field
To further study the turbulent mixing characteristics of the velocity field we
examine the resolved fluctuation intensities (root-mean square) expressed in wall units,
i.e. normalized by the friction velocity, as pictured in Figure 44.
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The profiles of

Figure 44. Grid resolved normal Reynolds stresses and their contribution to the turbulent kinetic
energy.

streamwise fluctuation intensity present a double peak: a first peak between the wall and
the location of maximum velocity, δm+ , and a second peak above δm + in the outer mixing
region. This finding is consistent with the LES of Dejoan et al. [23] and the DNS of
Ahlman et al. [24].

The value of the inner peak is similar at several downstream

locations, thus illustrating that the inner part of the flow can be appropriately scaled in
wall units. The outer peak for the streamwise intensity is reduced with the streamwise
distance. This effect, not as pronounced in [24] (VR = 10), is due to low external shear in
the present simulation (i.e. VR • 2.0) and more importantly to the fact that the inner
scaling does not collapse the outer layer data.
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The wall-normal and spanwise fluctuation intensities present a single peak in the
outer mixing region (near y+ = 400). The anisotropic nature of the mixing is significantly
influenced by the presence of the wall, as evidenced by the stronger streamwise
fluctuations in the inner region when compared to the other two components. In the inner
region, the spanwise fluctuation intensities increase then present a narrow plateau rather
than a peak, a behavior consistent with [24]. The turbulent kinetic energy, k, for an
incompressible flow is normalized in wall units by the relation

k+ = k

( U )= u ′ (U ).
1
2

2
τ

2

i

2
τ

(87)

In Figure 44 the turbulent kinetic energy displays peaks in the inner and the outer layer.
The inner layer peak occurs for y+ between 13 and 14 at the various streamwise locations
considered. This result compares well with channel flow results [32], and the wall jet
DNS results of Ahlman [24]. The second peak in outer layer (above the maximum
velocity) reduces with streamwise distance, suggesting that the production of turbulent
kinetic energy decreases due to a reduction in the mean shear mechanism as the two
streams mix.

This effect is visible in a previous DNS [24] (VR = 10) but not as

pronounced in the present LES since the velocity ratio is five times smaller. In between
the two peaks of turbulent kinetic energy, minima are observed and correspond very well
with the locations of maximum velocity (zero shear). All these elements point to the fact
that the mean shear contributes largely to the levels of turbulent kinetic energy.
The resolved Reynolds shear stress, u'v', normalized in wall units by the friction
velocity, Uτ, is presented in Figure 45. Similar to turbulent wall bounded flows, the
streamwise and wall-normal fluctuations are negatively correlated in the inner layer.
When a given point in the flow sees a positive v', on average, this event is associated with
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Figure 45. Resolved Reynolds shear stress in wall units

a negative u'. This mechanism is characteristic of the ejection and sweeping events [32].
Further away from the wall, the Reynolds shear stress increases towards large positive
values in the outer layer. The peak in the outer layer decreases with the streamwise
distance. An important feature of the wall jet flow is that the location of zero turbulent
shear stress does not exactly coincide with the zero mean shear point (i.e. δm), but is
located closer to the wall in the inner layer.

Temperature field
The profiles of temperature RMS normalized by the local difference between the
freestream and the adiabatic wall temperature are presented in Figure 46. Inner scaling is
not possible because of the adiabatic wall condition (zero-gradient) therefore the results
do not collapse in the inner layer. The temperature RMS in that region is small and
increases further in the outer layer. The location of maximum temperature RMS is above
the location of maximum shear stress. At the two last streamwise locations, the peak
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Figure 46. Temperature RMS normalized by the local temperature difference (T•-Taw)

RMS value indicates some degree of scaling around 0.20, which is in good agreement
with the reported value of 0.18 [24].
Figure 47 shows the profiles of resolved turbulent heat fluxes in the streamwise
and wall-normal direction, u'T ' and v' T ′ , normalized by the friction velocity and the
local temperature scale (T•-Taw). Both the streamwise and the wall-normal fluxes are
zero at the wall. In the inner layer, the fluctuations of temperature and streamwise
velocity are positively correlated, thus indicating that when u’ is positive, T’ is also
positive (local temperature increase). This event is due to the local transport of hot fluid
towards the wall because when v’ < 0, u’ > 0 (recalling that u'v' is negatively correlated
in this region). In the outer layer, u' and T' are negatively correlated due to positive
correlation between u' and v' in this region (cf. Figure 45). The wall-normal turbulent
fluxes are always negative illustrating that a positive v’ is associated with a negative T',
and vice-versa. In other words, an ejection event is always associated with the transport
of a pocket of fluid cooler than the local mean temperature. These valuable temperature
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a)

b)

Figure 47. Turbulent streamwise (a) and wall-normal (b) heat fluxes

and velocity statistics confirm the observations obtained from the instantaneous contours
of u and T, which showed the interaction between ejection and sweeping events.

5.3 Summary of the Main LES Results
A large-eddy simulation of a wall jet flow (Res = 5466 and VR • 2.0) with
transport of a passive scalar was performed in this study. The temperature is treated as a
passive scalar, which was found to be an inaccurate assumption when comparing the
measurements to the simulation results.

The variable density of the flow in the

experiment leads to acceleration of the wall jet near the wall, a phenomenon that could
not be captured by the current constant density solver. However, the LES results for the
effectiveness and the flow temperature are in very good agreement with the
measurements.
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The current results were carefully analyzed to verify known physical properties
associated with wall jets. For instance, the skin friction compares favorably with DNS
data taken from the literature. The logarithmic overlap region was found to be limited to
a narrow region in wall units, as pointed out in previous studies. This effect could also
result from the low Reynolds number of the flow.

More importantly, the present

computation provides detailed velocity and scalar mixing statistics that quantify the main
mechanisms responsible for the reduction of the jet velocity and the mixing of the coolant
flow temperature. The velocity statistics show a first peak of turbulent kinetic energy
inside the inner layer for y+ in the range 13 to 14, and a second peak in the outer layer.
The flow in the inner layer is strongly anisotropic because the streamwise fluctuation
intensity is much larger than the other components. The Reynolds shear stress is negative
in the inner layer then increases towards positive values in the outer layer, changing sign
before the location of maximum velocity. The streamwise and wall-normal turbulent
heat fluxes are negative in the outer layer and of comparable magnitude. These turbulent
statistics provide valuable information about the complex flow mixing mechanisms that
cannot be obtained from measurements. Finally, the RANS models could be challenged
by the strong anisotropy of the flow in the inner layer.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
This study presents an experimental and numerical investigation of turbulent slot
film cooling flows. Three coolant-to-mainstream velocity ratios were considered in this
work: a wall jet, a boundary layer flow and a wall-wake flow.

For each flow,

measurements were taken for an adiabatic wall and a backside cooled wall configuration.
Comprehensive flow and surface measurements were carried out under realistic hot flow
conditions. The mean and RMS temperature profiles were obtained with a fast response
micro-thermocouple probe. The mean and RMS velocities were measured using PIV
under hot flow conditions. This study provides guidance for seeding the flow and a
general methodology to carry out challenging near-wall measurements using the PIV
technique. The comprehensive experimental database obtained in this study provides
valuable detailed information on the turbulent mixing of the flow that can be used to
explore the performance of and validate the turbulence models used in CFD.
Numerical simulations were performed using the Spalart-Allmaras RANS model
for all the experimental cases. Aside from its relative simplicity, this model has the
advantage of well predicting attached turbulent wall bounded flows. Its performance is
explored by comparing the results to the present measurements. To further explore the
mixing characteristics, a wall resolved large-eddy simulation of the wall jet with scalar
transport was performed. This work also provides details on a methodology to prescribe
the LES inflow plane conditions by using precursor simulations of the coolant and the
mainstream. This approach makes use of physical scaling arguments to prescribe the
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fluctuations in the mainstream flow.

The LES results are compared to the present

measurements and published DNS data. This highly resolved LES provides valuable
information and physical insight into the mixing mechanisms responsible for the decay in
film cooling effectiveness. The following sections highlight the principal aspects of this
study and the noteworthy observations and contributions to the field therein.

Experimental Results
•

Adiabatic experiments show that the boundary layer case provides the minimum
shear and the best film cooling effectiveness, followed by the wall jet. The wallwake case initially provides a good effectiveness that rapidly decreases due to the
mixing of the film.

Engineering correlations for the film cooling effectiveness

showed overall poor agreement with the measurements in the near field considered
in this study (0 • x/s • 50).
•

Velocity and temperature statistics indicate that the mixing is strongly influenced by
the mean shear in the flow. In the wall jet case the length scale associated with the
thermal mixing is larger than that of the boundary layer case, therefore the wall jet
mixing mechanisms interact closer to the wall.

Mean temperature profiles

demonstrated the appropriate outer layer scaling of Wieghardt. Therefore, these
results justify the use of Wieghardt similarity profile in the derivation of the film
cooling effectiveness correlations regardless of the inlet flow type for x/s > 18.
•

In the backside-cooled cases, the wall-wake flow displays a strong increase in wall
heat flux, corresponding to the location of strong decrease in effectiveness. The
convective heat transfer coefficient obtained from the measurements contains large
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uncertainties near the injection because of the small difference (Taw-Tw). However,
the Stanton number results indicate that the heat transport at the wall is initially
governed by the coolant flow but tends to be governed by the freestream kinematics
further downstream as the film mixes.
•

The skin friction coefficient for the wall jet flow was obtained using a similarity
approach described in previous studies.

The constancy of the skin friction

coefficient, Cfm, was observed in accordance with theory and previous studies.

Numerical Simulations
•

The Spalart-Allmaras RANS model preformed quite well in predicting the film
cooling effectiveness and the heat flux. This suggests that the Spalart-Allmaras
model could be used as an alternative to semi-empirical correlations in this region.
The temperature profiles are also in good agreement with the measurements.

•

However, the maximum velocity of the wall jet was significantly underpredicted in
the far field. This discrepancy is attributed to two contributing factors. First, the
passive scalar assumption (constant density solver) shows its limitations in the
temperature range of the experiments. Secondly, the entrainment through the top
window in the experiments created a flow disturbance that contributed to the
acceleration of the flow.

•

To the author’s knowledge, the present study presents the first LES with passive
scalar transport performed for the wall jet case. Despite the limiting assumption of a
constant density when comparing to the present measurements, this highly resolved
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LES with the dynamic subgrid scale models provides fundamental insight into the
turbulent transport mechanisms.
•

The velocity statistics were examined and showed two peaks of turbulent kinetic
energy: a first peak located in the inner layer (y+ = 13-14), and a second peak in the
outer layer.

The streamwise fluctuation intensity is much larger than the other

components in the inner layer, thus revealing the anisotropic nature of the flow in
this region. The Reynolds shear stress is positive in the inner layer then changes sign
right before the location of maximum velocity in accordance with previous studies.
•

The streamwise and wall-normal turbulent heat fluxes are negative and of
comparable magnitude in the outer layer. These detailed statistics help quantify the
turbulent transport mechanism driving the scalar mixing, which was visualized
through the instantaneous contours of velocity and temperature.

Future Work
•

Although great effort has been taken to provide detailed measurements, the near-wall
resolution in the PIV measurements could be improved by considering a smaller
field of view to attempt resolving the viscous sublayer. The leakage through the top
window should also be resolved in subsequent experimental campaigns, as the
associated flow disturbance can lead to undesirable measurement uncertainties.

•

In order to be able to fully compare experimental measurements and simulation
results the present flow solver should be adapted to variable mass density.
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•

The present LES results are valuable to understand passive scalar transport.
Validation against DNS data and examination of the budgets of turbulent kinetic
energy would greatly contribute to improving the current understanding of the flow.
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Appendix A. Experimental and Numerical Details
A1. Micro-Thermocouple Signal Compensation
Here we recall the heat balance on the thermocouple bead

mbCp,b

dTb
= hconv Ab (Tg − Tb )
dt

(A.1)

where Tb, mb, Ab, and Cpb, are the temperature, mass, surface area and specific heat of the
bead, hconv is the convective heat transfer coefficient and Tg is the gas temperature. The
time constant of the transient heat balance on the bead is noted, τb, and defined by

τb =

mb C p,b
hconv Ab

(A.2)

Then solving for the actual gas temperature in the heat balance equation leads to

Tg = Tb + τ b

dTb
.
dt

(A.3)

The time constant was used to correct for the thermal inertia of the probe, and
recover the power of the fluctuations at high frequencies with a digital compensation
technique. The measurement of the time constant was performed in the test section
during actual test conditions. Thus the gas temperature is simply related to the measured
bead temperature.

However, the derivative term dTb/dt becomes contaminated if

electronic noise if central differencing is applied to measured signal Tb. To avoid this
phenomenon the derivative is applied in Fourier space and filtering operation is applied.
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To avoid Gibbs phenomenon when applying the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to a
non-periodic discrete signal, we define the periodic signal P
P(t ) = Tb (t ) − R(t )

(A.4)

where R(t) is the line joining the fist (t = 0) and last data point in the measurement
sample. Using this decomposition of the raw signal, and substituting into Eq. (A.3), one
obtains the following expression for the gas temperature.
Tg = P + τ dP dt + R + τ dR / dt .

(A.5)

The two last terms on the right hand side of this equation are known analytic
functions: R is a line and its time derivative is a constant. The first and second terms are
determined from measurements and consequently have embedded electronic noise. To
minimize electronic noise these two terms are treated in Fourier space resulting in

F (P + τ dP dt ) = (1+ jτω) F (P ),

(A.6)

where F is the Fourier transform operator, ω = 2πf is the angular frequency, and j is the
complex number defined by j2 = -1. After the transform the derivative of the signal is
easily determined from the complex product in frequency space. A low-pass filter Lfc
with frequency cut-off f c (defined by a signal-to-noise ratio of 5:1 across the entire
frequency range) is then applied along with the inverse Fourier transform yielding the
actual filtered gas temperature signal,

Tg = F -1 [L fc ((1+ jτω) F (P ))] + R + τ dR/ dt
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(A.7)

A2. Experimental Uncertainty Analysis
Given a physical quantity, Q, as function of directly measured variables wi,

Q = Q(w1 , w2 ,..., wn )

(A.8)

the uncertainty on a quantity Q, ∆Q, is calculated based on the uncertainties for each
measured variables
 ∂Q
 2  ∂Q
2
 ∂Q
2
∆Q = 
∆w1 + 
∆w2  + ... + 
∆wn 
 ∂w1
  ∂w2

 ∂wn


(A.9)

In this section, we derive the expression for the uncertainty of each quantity.
Blowing ratio, m
The blowing ratio is ratio of mass flux per unit area between the coolant and the
mainstream. It is defined by m = (ρcUc ) (ρ∞U∞ ) . For incompressible flow, using the
ideal gas law and neglecting the small gas composition differences due to vitiation the
blowing ratio can be rewritten as:
m = (T∞U c ) (TcU∞ )

(A.10)

The absolute uncertainty on the blowing ratio is then given by:
2
2
2
2 1 / 2
 U







T
U
T
T
U
∆m =  c ∆T∞  +  ∞ c2 ∆Tc  +  ∞ ∆Uc  +  ∞ 2c ∆U∞  
  U∞Tc
  TcU∞
  TcU∞

 U∞Tc

(A.11)

The relative uncertainty is obtained by dividing the previous expression by the blowing
ratio m,
 ∆T 2  ∆T 2  ∆U c 2  ∆U∞ 2
∆m
=  ∞  + c +
 +

m
 T∞   Tc   U c   U∞ 
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(A.12)

Consequently the relative uncertainty on the blowing ratio is directly related to the
relative uncertainty on the measured inflow velocities and temperatures.
Slot Reynolds number, Res
The slot Reynolds number is defined by the bulk slot exit velocity, the slot height
and the kinematic viscosity at the temperature of the coolant, Re s = U c s ν(Tc ) . The
relative uncertainty on Res is then found to be
2
2
∆ Re s
 ∆s 2  ∆U c   1 ∂ν
=   +
+
∆T
 

 s   U c   ν(Tc ) ∂Tc c 
Re s

(A.13)

The kinematic viscosity is calculated based on Sutherland law for the dynamic viscosity
and the ideal gas law for the density. Therefore the following relation is obtained:

1 ∂ν 1 ∂µ 1 3
1
1
=
+ =
−
+
ν ∂T µ ∂T T 2T T + c T

(A.14)

where the Sutherland constant c is equal to 110 K. Since the slot temperature is generally
about 300 K, c can be approximate by Tc/3. Thus one obtains,

1 ∂ν
3
3 1
7
≈
−
+ =
ν ∂T 2T 4T T 4T

(A.15)

Finally the relative uncertainty on the slot Reynolds number can be expressed in terms of
relative uncertainties of measured quantities by:
2
2
∆ Re s
 ∆s  2  ∆U c   7 ∆Tc 
=   +
 +

 s   U c   4 Tc 
Re s
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(A.16)

Film effectiveness, η
The film effectiveness coefficient, η, is the dimensionless temperature that
describes the gas temperature with respect to the inflow temperature difference,

η=

T − T∞
Tc − T∞

(A.17)

It takes values between zero and unity, in the mainstream, and near the coolant injection
point, respectively. When expressed at an adiabatic wall this coefficient is often called
the adiabatic wall film cooling effectiveness. The relative uncertainty on this coefficient,
in its general form, is given by
 ∆T  2  ∆Tc  2  T − Tc ∆T∞  2
∆η
= 
 +
 +

η
 T − T∞   Tc − T∞   T − T∞ Tc − T∞ 

(A.18)

Wall conduction heat flux per unit area
The wall conduction heat flux per unit area is calculated based on the thermal
conductivity of the UDEL plate, kw, the wall thickness, tw, the wall temperature, Tw, and
the backside wall temperature, Twb, using the relation

qk =

kw
(T − T )
t w w wb

(A.19)

The relative uncertainty for this quantity is then given by
 ∆kw  2  ∆t w 2  ∆Tw 2  ∆Twb  2
∆qk
= 
 +
 +
 +

qk
 k w   t w   Tw − Twb   Tw − Twb 
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(A.20)

Radiation heat flux per unit area
The net radiation heat flux per unit area on the wall is a function of the wall
(subscript w) and casing (subscript 0) respective temperature and emissivity, and the view
factor from the wall to the casing. The direct radiation approach gives:

qr = ε0εw Fw0σ(T04 − Tw4 )

(A.21)

The relative uncertainty on the radiative heat flux is given by:
 ∆ε0  2  ∆ε w  2  ∆Fw 0  2  4T03
 2  4Tw3
2
∆qr
= 
∆T0  +  4
∆Tw 
 +
 +
 +
qr
 ε0   εw   Fw 0   T04 − Tw4
  T0 − Tw4


(A.22)

Convective heat flux per unit area
The convective heat flux per unit area into the wall is equal to conductive heat
flux across the wall minus the radiative heat flux from the casing, qc = qk − qr . The
absolute uncertainty on the convective heat flux is then equal to

∆qc = (∆qk ) + (∆qr )
2

2

(A.23)

And the relative error is simply obtained by dividing this expression by the conductive
heat flux,
 ∆q 2  q 2  ∆q 2  q  2
∆qc
=  k  k  + r  r 
qc
 q k   qk − qr   qr   qk − q r 

(A.24)

Convective heat transfer coefficient
For film cooling flows, the convective heat transfer coefficient is defined the
conductive heat flux and the temperature difference between the adiabatic wall and the
non-adiabatic wall cases,
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h=

qk
T − Tw

(A.25)

*
aw

In this expression the adiabatic wall temperature is replaced by an ideal adiabatic wall
*
temperature, noted Taw
. Because of slight differences of inflow conditions for adiabatic

and non-adiabatic experiments, one needs to correct for these differences in the adiabatic
wall temperature. Since the film effectiveness is a dimensionless measure of the mixing
it is not sensitive to slight changes in inflow temperature or velocity. Thus one can relate
the ideal (or corrected) adiabatic wall temperature at the non-adiabatic flow conditions by
using:
*
Taw
= (Tcna − T∞na )ηaw + T∞na

(A.26)

The absolute uncertainty for this correction is
*
∆Taw
=

(ηaw∆Tcna ) + ((1− ηaw )∆T∞na ) + ((Tcna − T∞na )∆ηaw )
2

2

2

(A.27)

Finally, the relative uncertainty on the convective heat transfer coefficient is given by:
*
 ∆qc 2  ∆Taw
2  ∆Tw 2
∆h
= 
 + *
 + *

h
− Tw   Taw
− Tw 
 qc   Taw
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(A.28)

A3. The Spalart-Allmaras RANS Model
The Spalart-Allmaras model is a one-equation turbulence closure model for
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations. The model solves a transport
equation for a modified viscosity, ν÷, that is written as [47]
2

∂ν˜
∂ν˜
c  ∂ν˜ 
1 ∂ 
∂ν˜ 
+ ui
= Q(ν˜ ) + b 2   +
(ν + ν˜ ) 
∂t
∂x i
c b 3  ∂x i  c b 3 ∂x i 
∂x i 

(A.29)

The source term in the transport equation, Q(ν˜ ) , is defined by:

 c b1
  ν˜ 2
˜
Q(ν˜ ) = c b1 (1− f t 2 ) Sν˜ +  2 f t 2 − c w1 f w   
κ
d

(A.30)

The eddy-viscosity is related to the modified viscosity by the relation ν t = ν˜ f v1 , where
the model damping functions, auxiliary relations and trip term are:

f v1 =

χ3
χ
ν˜
, f v2 = 1 −
,χ= ,
3
3
χ − c v1
1− χ f v1
ν
1/6

 1+ c 6 
ν˜
f w = g 6 w 3 6  , g = r + c w2 (r 6 − r) , r = ˜ 2 2
Sκ d
 g + cw3 

ν˜
S˜ = S + 2 2 f v 2 , S = 2Sij Sij , f t 2 = c t 3 exp(−c t 4 χ 2 )
κ d
The turbulence length scale in the model is the variable d, which represents the distance
from the nearest wall.

K is the von Kármán constant and the strain rate tensor is

S ij = 12 (∂u i ∂x j + ∂u j ∂x i ) . The model closure coefficients are

c b1 = 0.1355 , c b 2 = 0.622 , c b 3 = 2 3, c v1 = 7.1,
c w1 =

c b1 1+ c b2
, c w2 = 0.3, c w3 = 2 , c t 3 =1.2, c t 4 = 0.5
+
κ2
cb 3
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The wall boundary condition for the modified viscosity is ν˜ wall = 0 .
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Appendix B. Inflow Conditions for RANS and LES
B1. Means Inlet Profiles
The mean velocity profiles prescribed at the inflow plane of the RANS
computational domain are obtained by fitting the PIV data at x/s • 0. A no-slip boundary
condition is applied behind the louver lip, i.e. 1 • y/s • 1.19. A piecewise expression is
obtained for the slot coolant flow and the mainstream;
U(y) = Ucm (1− (2 y s −1)6 ),

for 0 • y/s • 1

(B.1)

U(y) = 0 ,

for 1 • y/s • 1.19 = (1+ t/s)

(B.2)

 y s − (1+ t s) 
U(y) = U∞ tanh
,
c1 t s



for y/s > 1.19

(B.3)

where the values of the constants U•, Ucm and c1 are reported in Table 8. The reader is
reminded that the slot height s = 4 mm and that the louver thickness t = 0.76 mm.

Similarly, the mean temperature profiles at the inlet plane are obtained by fitting
the micro-thermocouple measurements using two piecewise hyperbolic tangent profiles;

T(y) =

 y s − (1+ c 2 t s) 
T∞ + Tc T∞ − Tc
+
tanh
, for 0 • y/s • y1/s
2
2
c3 t s



(B.4)

T(y) =

 y s − (1+ c 2 t s) 
T∞ + Tc T∞ − Tc
+
tanh
, for y/s > y1/s
2
2
c4 t s



(B.5)

where the constants c2, c3, c4 and the junction point y1 are prescribed in Table 8, along
with the coolant and mainstream temperatures, noted Tc and T• respectively.
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Table 8. Variables for the profiles of mean velocity and temperature at the inflow plane

0.5AD

0.5NA

1.0AD

1.0NA

2.0AD

2.0NA

U•, m/s

24.86

22.1

11.1

Ucm , m/s

12.8

22.6

24.7

c1

1.5

1.5

1.5
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B2. Inlet Profiles of RMS Temperature and Velocity
The profiles of temperature and velocity RMS at the inflow plane are presented in
Figure 48. The temperature RMS is measured with the micro-thermocouple probe with
digital compensation for its thermal inertia.

The profiles of Trms show very similar

behaviors for the adiabatic and the non-adiabatic cases with large RMS values in the
wake of the louver and small nearly uniform values in the mainstream and the coolant
flows. Furthermore, the profiles of Trms display little dependence with the blowing ratio.
The RMS of the streamwise and wall-normal velocity components is measured
with the PIV data at the inflow plane using 1000 samples for the statistics. The velocity
RMS depends on the operating conditions, and consequently on the velocity ratio. The
case VR1.0 displays the most RMS for U and V in the mainstream and near the wall. In
the mainstream the turbulence is nearly isotropic since Urms and Vrms take comparable
values.
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Figure 48. Measurements of inlet temperature RMS and velocity RMS profiles

Adiabatic cases

Non-adiabatic cases

Streamwise velocity RMS

Wall-normal velocity RMS
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B3. Inlet Profiles of Modified Eddy Viscosity
For each RANS simulation of the film cooling flow, inlet profiles of modified
eddy viscosity, ν˜ t , are prescribed as a boundary condition for the Spalart-Allmaras
transport equation at the inflow plane. This inlet profile is obtained by performing a
precursor simulation in the slot and in the mainstream.

The corresponding profiles

normalized by the kinematic viscosity, ν, are presented in Figure 49. At the exit of the
slot, the eddy viscosity is higher for the wall jet case, because of the presence of a highly
turbulent, high-speed flow in the region. Because of a low mainstream velocity for this
case, the eddy viscosity is also smaller compared to the other cases. Note also that the
boundary layer case (VR1.0) has the highest turbulence in the freestream and the largest
boundary layer thickness. Finally one can notice significantly smaller slot turbulence for
the wall wake case (VR0.5).

Figure 49. Inlet profiles of modified eddy-viscosity for the RANS simulations
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